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SECTION 1

OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES OF THE ASEE STUDY OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

After a series of internal discussions extending over a period in excess

of a year, the American Society for Engineering Education made a proposal to

the National Science Foundation in March of 1969 that NSF sponsor a two-year

study of Engineering Technology Education. This proposal was based in part

upon recommendations of an Inventory Conference on Engineering TechnoZogy

Education held January 22-23, 1968 in Washington, D.C. and attended by some

twenty-five individuals representing engineering and engineering technology

educators, industrial employers, and governmental and other agencies. In its

introduction, ASEE's proposal stated the following objectives:

This document is a proposal to the National Science Foundation for
support of a national study of engineering technology education. Such a
study would inventory the current national effort in programs of two to
four years duration in engineering technology education, assess the
strengths and weaknesses of current educational practice in this domain,
and suggest directions for future effort in this area.

As to implementation, the proposal contained this statement.
--

It is proposed further that this study be implemented primarily
through a series of conferences involving engineering educators, engi-
neering technology and jumior college educators, employers, personnel
managers, representatives from labor, government and the armed forces,
graduate engineers and technicians, representatives from the professional
societies, and knowledgeable laymen.

The project will be directed by an experienced educational adminis-
trator. Preliminary reports of initial findings will be circulated to
institutions, organizations,and agencies for purposes of early review
and evaluation. This is essential in order that grass-roots participa-
tion will be assured and reflected in the final action and implementa-
tion of the results.

Based upon this proposal, ASEE was provided with funds by NSF to complete

a two-year study of Engineering Technology Education beginning in August, 1969.

Preceding the distribution of the Preliminary Report the following aotiv-

ities have taken place.

1. A staff was assembled consisting of the part-time services of, two

previous presidents of ASEE and a full-time technical associate who has had

previous experience both in teaching and in administration in institutions

providing technician education.

2. Two meetings of an Interim Steering Committee were held for organi-

zational purposes. The activities of this Interim Steering Committee also

led to the appointment by the President of ASEE of an Advisory Committee of

24 members; the members of the Advisory Committee are listed at the end of

this section.
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3. This Advisory Committee has held four two-day meetings. It has re-

ceived reports prepared by the staff and by subcommittees. Staff members have

reported to the Committee on visits to some 50 institutions having either 2-

year or 4-year programs in engineering technology. It has revised reports as

received to reach a concensus and has reviewed drafts of the Preliminary Report
at two successive meetings. However, since a large committee cannot be expect-
ed to write or edit an extensive report, the responsibility rests heavily with

the staff, primarily the chairman.

4. This Preliminary eport has been prepared after the first year of the
Study. The objective of distributing a report at the half-way stage of the

study is to sample grass-roots opinions and attitudes, and to the maximum ex-

tent possible obtain feed-back based upon factual knowledge that has not al-

ready reached the staff or the Advisory Committee. It is requested, therefore,

that each interested or involved institution, technical or engineering society,

industry or agency generate a study committee to review the Preliminary Report

in detail, formulate its own views and transmit an analytical report backed by

as much factual data as possible to ASEE Headquarters, Suite 400, One Dupont

Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036. To be of greatest value such analysis should

be received by December 15, 1970, but every communication will be reviewed when-
ever received.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR
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SECTION 2

HISTORY, TRADITIONS AND TRANSITIONS

The Beginning of Technological Education

Compared to liberal higher education, the roots of which in the Unite

States reach back to the founding of Harvard in 1636, technological educat

has a relatively brief history in this country. While almost all of the

colonial colleges were by 1750 teaching mathematics and science, frequentI

including technical subjects such as surveying and navigation under the he

of mathematics, it was not until 1802 with the founding of the Military

Academy at West Point that appreciable attention was given to technologica

education (Brubacher and Rudy, 1958, p. iii).

The world beginnings of modern technological education are only sligh

more remote than those in America. The earliest date usually cited is 176

the year of the founding at Freiburg, Germany, of a technical mining schoc

Some historians accept 1775, when the French Ecole des Ponts et Chausees

end, or 1794, when the great Ecole Polytechnique was established (Read, 19E

1)- 351)-

The Development of Engineering Schools

After its tardy introduction to the higher education enterprise in tk

country, technological education eventually flourished. Norwich Universii

founded a Department of Civil Engineering in 1819; Union College founded E

similar department in 1845; Harvard established the Lawrence Scientific Se

in 1847; Yale, in 1847,began a department which later evolved into the She

Scientific School; and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, perhaps

'most renowned of all the institutions of its type, was established in 1S6!

(Brubacher and Rudy, 1958, p. 62). The Morrill Act of 1862 greatly stimu:

the founding of such institutions. By the beginning of this century, some

engineering colleges had been established. In 1970, a total of 274 engine

schools were identified (Alden, "Enrollments", 1970).

Early ,DevelOpment of Technical' Institutes:

During the same period' in.which'engineering ,dolleges developed, a.se:

distinctly different kind of educational.institution was' emerging alsc.:

wath 'the "mechanics inStitute:." SchoCls of this-type'werekouned mainly

eastern and .mid-wesern'industrial centersand madetheir'firS't appearan

during the 1820's.- :Theee.earlyinstitutiOnS.may'beregarded aS:,th*precu:

of.teOhnical institutes.r. They, offered.courses in'Mathematics,' bookkeepin_

voca-Eional'subjeCtS';surveying, navigation, and Other they.soUght the "pr-
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motion of the useful arts"; they trained artisans and draftsmen. They attempt-

ed to provide training to meet the manpower needs of an expanding industrial

economy for draftsmen, supervisors, designers, production workers, and other

technical personnel which neither the secondary schools nor the engineering

colleges were meeting directly at that time (Smith amd Lipsett, 1956, pp. 18-20).

The first of the technical institutes was the Gardiner Lyceum, in Gardiner,

Maine, established in 1822 (Wickenden and Spehr, 1931, p. 4). This school, how-

ever, ceased to operate after ten years. Most of the early institutes suffer-

ed a similar fate. Only one, the Ohio Mechanics Institute, established in 1828

in Cincinnati, is still in existence; it operates now under the name of the Ohio

College of Applied Science. The spread of free public education is cited as a

cause for the rapid waning of interest in these schools (Smith and Lipsett, 1956,

p. 19).

Later Interest in Technical Institutes

Later in the century, a revival of interest in technical institutes oc-

curred, due largely to spreading industrialization. Spring Garden College,

still in existence, although rename(:., was founded in 1851 in Philadelphia.

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, was established in 1877 as an institution

of this type, but it gradually changedinto a traditional engineering school.

According to Graney (1965, p. 9), there were "dozens of such institutions

started during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries." These

"flourished for a period of time and then disappeared from the scene." Graney

characterized these institutions as follows:

They geared their instruction to the maturing technology
of the time, laying emphasis upon application with intensive
instruction during short periods of less than four years. If
they tended to prepare artisans, at least to some degree, it
was because such artisans as they prepared were qualified,
themselves, to bridge the gap between practice and theory.

Development of Community Junior Colleges

Community junior colleges, especially in recent years, have made important

contributions to the domain of technological education.

Junior colleges first appeared as identifiable institutions during the

mid-1800's (Bogue, 1956, p. 2). The stated objectives of the early institu-

tions were to provide lower division university'studies for transfer or general

education purposes. After 1900 the junior college movement prOspered and the

number of junior colleges increased until in 1921 there were 207 such institu-

tions, 70 public and 137 private (Thornton, 1960). Further growth has been

rapid ae is shown by Table 1. It was in the 1920's th.7.t Lhe concept cpf occupa-

tional education as an,integral part of the junior college.curriculum received
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substantial acceptance. The number of occupational or "terminal courses", as

they were titled, grew from 100 in 1921 to 400 in 1925, 1600 in 1930, and more

than 4000 in 1940 (Hill, 1942).

TABLE 1.--Number of Community Junior Colleges and Total Enrollments
for Selected Years, 1900 - 1969a

School
Yea.r

Total Number Total
of Colleges Enrollment

1900 - 1901
-1921- 1922
1938 - 1939
1952 - 1953
1958 - 1959
1967 - 1968

8 100
207 16,031
575 196,710
594 560,731
677 905,062
993 1,954,116

a,Source .James B. Thornton, The Community J.unior Coege (NeW York': John Wiley.
and Sons.; Inc,,i1-9.60, Table 3, p. 155; and American Associatidn cif Juniar
collegee, DiredtOry/1969 (WathinTton: AAJC, 1969),:

Nearly 90 percent of all American community junior colleges now offer oc-

cupational education programs intended to prepare students for immediate gain-

ful employment upon graduation. Engineering technology curricula are often in-

cluded in these community college offerings. In 1968, for example, the American

Association of Junior Colleges reported that approximately 300 community insti-

tutions offered organized curricula in engineering technology or a closely re-

lated field. Such technology programs generally lead to the award of associate

degrees.

Community colleges also may offer occupational programs which are post-

secondary and have a vocational emphasis, but which lead to the award of cer-

tificates rather than degrees.

Baccalaureate Technology Programs

Very recently, a new stream of technological education has emerged, nameiy,

the baccalaureate-degree program_in engineering technology. While two-year

associate-degree technology programs have a history extending over half a

century, being associated with both technical institutes and,community colleges,

the concept of a four-year curriculum is a contempory development. An early

allusion to the idea came in 1957, when J., C. Elgin, of .Princeton, wrote in. The

Engineer:

Weshould'expand'the numbersoflpeoPlatrainedatthe-
technician,level.' This can.be done through the developMeht
of the teChnical,institute,,by increasing the number-'Waudh
two7.-yea*-or evenr:four-yeartechniCaljnstitutionsi

,
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stressing the recognition by industry as engineer-technicians
and engineering aides, of those so trained.

In June 1965 Harold A. Foecke, then Specialist for Engineering Education,

United States Office of Education, stated that more than sixty colleges were

offering four-year technical curricula. A subsequent research study identi-

fied 73 institutions which purported to offer baccalaureate engineering tech-

nology programs or programs in "an industrial technology closely allied to the

engineering field" (Defore, 1966).

A number of forces appear to have encouraged the inauguration of bacca-

laureate technology curricula. The two-year technology programs at technical

institutes are "bulging from within" as more and more subject matter is added

to the curricula. And at the same time, there appears to be an "upward push"

due to complexity of industrial enterprise about which Grant Venn (1964) has

written as follows:

Now, technology has advanced many occupations on the
technical, skilled, and semi-professional levels to a point
where they require higher levels of specialization and related
knowledge that are best learned within educational frameworks.
Manifestations of this upward push are to be found, for example,
in engineering, where the two-year engineering technology curricula
of today compare in rigor and breadth with the four-year engineering
curricula of twenty-five years ago. As engineering continues to
become more complex and specialization is delayed, graduate study
will become a must for the engineer, and, by the same token it is
probable that within the-present decade the bachelor's degree will
become a must for many technical occupations.

There also appear to be parental, peer group, and societal pressures for indi-

viduals to obtain baccalaureate degrees as a matter of personal or family pres-

tige. A related and even more important drive is to obtain an education that

is known to provide upward mobility with experience.

Parallel to the development of baccalaureate engineering technology

programs is another important movement. Colleges, schools and departments of

industrial education and industrial arts have devised curricula which are in-'

tended to provide students with routes to industrial employment rather than to

teaching. The first of such "industrial technology" programs was reported in

1923 at Bradley University. Currently, 94 are identified (Stuessy, 1370), and
.

more are projected.- The relationship of these programs to engineering tech

nOlogy edueation will be considered later.

Factor's Influencing Change

A number, of social forces currently appear to be influencing changes in

the nature of engineering technology education. Chambes in engineering education,

trends to extend engineering technology programs to four years, the prolifera-

tion of community colleges offering two-year technical programs, the emergence

of industrial technology programs from the area of vocational teacher education,

and changes in the social-technological environment itself are factors which

are serving to give new directions for the evolution of engineering technology

education.
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SECTION 3

ABSTRACTS OF FOUR IMPORTANT REPORTS OF

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION SINCE 1960

(A) Characterististics of Excellence in
Engineering Technology

Education

The present ASEE Engineering Technology Education Study covers both asso-

ciate-degree and baccalaureate programs. However, since an excellent study on

two-year programs was published by ASEE in 1962, entitled Characteristics of

Excellence in Engineering Technology Education, considerable advantage will

accrue from using the results of that study, commonly called the McGraw Report,

as background. The following abstract of the McGraw Report seems of sufficient

importance to include in this document.

It is the opinion of the Advisory Committee that the standards presented

in the ASEE report on Characteristics of Excellence in Engineering TechnoZogy

Education, which have formed the background for ECPD accreditation of engineer-

ing technology curricula, have produced a continuous desirable upgrading of

engineering technology education. The following quotations summarize the 1962
report.

Purpose and Terminology

This report, seeks to develop guidelines and definitions, to
suggest minimum standards for selecting faculty and students, and
to explore curriculum requirements for both technical and nontechnical
areas. To avoid the ambiguity of the term "technical institute curric-
ulum" it recommends the use of "engineering technology" and "engineering
technician" to represent the field of study and the practitioner respect-
ively.1

Definitions

Engineering technology is that part of the engineering field which
requires the application of scientific and engineering knowledge and
methods combined with technical skIlls in support of engineering activ-
ities; it lies in the occupational area between the craftsman and the
engineer at the end of the area closest to the engineer.

Engineerin-g technology is concerned primarily, with the appliCation
of establishea scientific and engineering 'knowledge and methods. Nor-
mally engineering technology is ,not concerned with the development of new
principles and methods. Technical skills such as drafting are character-
istic of engineering technology.

1These terms have become comMon usage.
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Prediction of Educational Level

There has been in recent years.a steady increase in the mathematics
and science levels of the curriOula of'both the secondary school and the
engineering college. The engineering technician of tomorrow must be
educated at a higher technical leVel than he has been in the past. Though
it is difficult to accomplish in the short span of two years, there are
certain areas (e.g. mathematics, physical sciences, humanistic-social
studies) in which the student must be given a broader base than has here-
tofore been the common practice.1

Faculty

Since these curricula are so closely related to engineering, it is
equally obvious that a satisfactory engineering technology faculty must
contain a substantial proportion of graduate engineers. It is the Commit-
tee's opinion that approximately half the faculty members teaching the
technical specialties should be graduate engineers or the equivalent. A
significant proportion of the faculty must have had relevant industrial
experience which is reasonably current.

Admission Requirements

The committee believes that a satisfactory engineering technology
program should be based upon the following minimum secondary school units:

(a) Three units of English

(b) Two units of mathematics, one of which is in algebra and the other
in plane geometry (or the equivalent of these in integrated mod-
ern mathematics)

(c) One unit of physical science with laboratory (wherever possible,
physics or chemistry)

The student should have acquired this minimum background before
the engineering technology program itself.

Engineering Technology Curriculum

An engineering technology curriculum differs significantly from a pre-
engineering curriculum, which is equivalent to the first two years of an
engineering program. The technology curriculum must initiate specialized
technical courses early in the program. The following table summarizes
the minimum semester hour recommendations of this report along with an
illustration of their possible application to a 72-hour curriculum. The
72-hour program is an example only; many variations are possible.2

entering

...1Inretroapectjt seems that the-1952 report presaged the current move-
ment intOHenginepringteChnology curricula of four years duration.

-

length.

..-
2The report mentions More'extensiVe' cUrricula up to three years In
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CURRICULUM SUMMARY
IN SEMESTER CREDITS

*Minimum Illustration

Basic Sdence Courses
Mathematics
(e.g. algebra, triganametry, calculus ) 9 12

Physical Sciences 6 15 6 18

(e.g. physics, chemistry)

Non-Technical Courses
Communicatians
(e.g. English composition, speech,
repart writing)

Humanistic-Sacial Studies
(e.g. economics, literature, histary)
Other
(e.g. management, human relatians,
or additianal humanistic-sacial
studies)

Technical Courses
Technical Skills
(e.g. drafting-basic,
manufacturing processes)
Technical Specialties
(e.g. semiconductars, strength of
materials)

3 15 3 15

Totals

24 30 33 39

*Institutions shoukl view with cancern any curriculum which meets
only the minimum shawn abave. Variatians abave the minimum
are nat anly expected but desirable.

Mathematics and Physical Sciences

All branches of engineering technology are built upon a foundation
of mathematics and physical science. Mathematics is one of the more
critical determinants of both the level and the quality of an engineering
technology curriculum. The most common criticism by graduates and employ-
ers is directed toward the level of mathematical content of engineering
technology programs. There is no doubt that the ultimate depth to ,Which
the physical science and technical specialties portions of the curriculum
can be pursued will be determined greatly by the mathematical preparation
of the student.

Recommendations:

(a) Mathematics taught in the engineering technology curriculum
should be college level and emphasize problem solving rather
than extensive mathematical proofs.

(b) Mathematics should generally be taught in separate courses
from science and technical subjeCt'i by ualified mathematics,
insrUctors familiar with the engineering technology objective.

(c) Enough Calculus,should be taught to guarantee that students are
professionally literate and to permit use of this mathematical
tool in the technical specialties.

a. 0



If the mathematical sciences underlie all the technical courses in
the curriculum, similarly the physical sciences give them unity. Thus,
it is to the physical sciences that the engineering technician must look
for the fundamental concepts which tie together all the technical areas.
Toward this end the courses should emphasize the understanding, measure-
ment and quantitative expression of the phenamena involved. Physical
science courses should be accompanied by appropriate laboratories. Care-
ful work, precise observation and accurate measurement and recording should
be emphasized.

Nontechnical Courses

An engineering technician's education should include instruction in
linguistic communication, humanistic-social studies, and other appropriate
nontechnical studies. Technicians have expressed the need for better pre-
paration in English and report writing. Engineering technology curricula
must educate students not only for immediate employment after graduation
but also for subsequent development as citizens and responsible human beings
and should whet interest in personal development in these areas after grad-
uation.

.

Technical Skills

The ASEE Report on the EvaZuation of Engineering Education (1955)
indicated that future engineering curricula would probably show a decrease
in the proportion of time devoted to technical skills such as drafting and
manufacturing processes. The engineering technician has been expected to
move upward to fill this gap. Graphic expression is as much a part of
technical language as is mathematics. Every engineering technician should
have a first hand knowledge of the general capabilities, limitations, and
economics of the conventional manufacturing or construction techniques
used in the industry in which he works.1

Technical Specialties

The technical specialties, or majors, cover such areas as electrical,
electronic, mechanical, civil, chemical and construction technology. The
technical specialties are always in transition. What today ie an innova-
tion in professional engineering tomorrow becomes the established engi-
neering practice falling within the province of the engineering tedh-
nician. Technical specialties courses should include considerable
attention to problem identification and solution and should also em-"
phasize the quantitative analytical approach. Provision should be made
for a design project or course in which the student is required to inte-
grate the knowledge obtained throughout the program.

Laboratories and Library

Theory courses in the technical specialties should be accompanied by
coordinated laboratory experience which stress measuring physical phenom-
ena and collection, analysis, interpretation and presentation of data.
Students should be reasonably familiar with the types of apparatus that
they May encounter in industry.

'1The anticipatidns Of 'both,the 1955 and 1962 ASEE'reports with respect
to the area of technical ekills seem to have been fulfilled.
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Use of the library is essential in all forms of higher education.
The library supporting an engineering technology program should be one
which will encourage the student to develop the habit of consulting the
technical press and professional journals in his field. The library
should also support adequately the nontechnical portion of the curriculum.

(B) Report on Retommended Guidelines for Evaluation
and'Accreditation of Four-Year Programs

of Engineering Technology

This 1966 report of 1-,he Committee for the Development of Guidelines for

Evaluation and Accreditation of Four-Year Programs in Engineering Technology

Education, known as the McCallick Report, followed the ECPD decision of 1965

to include four-year or baccalaureate Engineering Technology programs in its

list of accredited curricula. This committee was appointed by the Chairman of

the ECPD Committea on Engineering Technology to develop criteria to guide the

accreditation process for baccalaureate engineering technology curricula. The
following quotations are from this 1966 report.

Recent Developments

Three recent developments are important:1

First--programs with a vocational heritage and flavor have been mod-
ified and extended, in some cases to two years of post-secondary education
leading to associate degrees. Some important distinctions'of kind and
quality have been blurred by the.extension of these vocationally-related
programs and their identification as engineering technology programs.

Second--the emergence from an industrial arts heritage of four-year
degree programs most commonly designated industrial technology. Long
standing bachelor's degree programs in industrial arts or industrial
education are now being paralleled by degree programs in industrial tech-
nology to prepare graduates for industrial employment.

Third--enr011ments in technical'institutes (two year programs) have
been at a VirtUal standstill for-the last five years,while enrollmenta
in programs leading io_baccalaureate degrees have soared,'

Concepts Underlying the Recommended Criteria

The Committee feels that it should maintain meaningful distinctions
between engineering and technology, between.the purposes of the respective
programs, and between the normal roles and career patterns of the graduates.

1These three developments as seen in 1966 are still continuing. They
form the baais for considerable concern that distinctive criteria for four
year engineering technology programs have not as yet been put into effect in
accreditation.
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In this report technology concerns the achievement of some practical
objectives through the application of proved "techniques", methods, and
procedures.

Most engineering problems have no single or obvious best answer and
hence require engineering judgment of the most appropriate balance between
competing requirements. Technical problems are more likely to have unique
and specific solutions. Most truly engineering problems have one or more
important nontechnical constraints (legal, social, economic, aesthetic,
etc.). Engineering is a profession in part because of the engineer's
responsibility to society to take account of these nontechnical dimensions
and thus protect and serve society's interests. The technologist or tech-
nician, as such, has no comparable professional obligation. Once the
engineer has rendered a professional judgment on such relevant nontechnical
dimensions of an overall engineering problem, and thereby stripped it to
its technical core, if the remaining problem involves no novel technical
features and requirements, the engineer may appropriately rely for the
technical design upon a technologist.

We are anxious to avoid the development of any competition between
engineering and technology education. They are natural supplements rather
than competitors and it is our responsibility to make this eminently clear.

Recommended Criteria

A. Program Designation. The committee recommends that the program
be designated by the noun technology, not engineering. The adjective
"engineering" in the compound term "engineering technology" would be ap-
proved. In every respect, the institution must make it eminently clear
that the program is a technology program (not an engineering program) pre-
paring technologists_and technicians.(not engineers).

:

B. Degree Designation. ThecommitteeeXpresses a strong preferenCe
for "Bachelor of..Technology".as the nameH:of'the..degree.

A

C. Entrance Requirements. The committee recommends that the entrance
criteria now employed by ECPD for the accreditation of engineering tech-
nology programs be continued unchanged.

D. Program Arrangement. The committee approves either the integrat-
ed single four-year curriculum or the two-plus-two plan whereby the first
two years lead to the associate degree.

E. Total Credits Required. The Committee recommends that the total
credits r-JTIUTT,a for graduation range between 120 and 144 semester hours
exclusive of ROTC and physical education. The Committee prefers the low
end of the range.

F. Subject Matter Distribution. The committee recommends the fol-
lowing distribution:

1. Communication, humanities and social sciences 20%
2. Mathematical and physical sciences 20%
3. Technical science 15%
4. Technical specialty 25%
5. Technical electives 10%
6. Free electives 10%

Definition of Technical Sciences. In these courses the techno-
logist learns the theoretical characteristics and properties of devices,
systems, structure, and processes, as well as the appropriate methods
of analysis--mechanics, electric circuit theory, fluid mechanics, thermo-
dynamics, etc.



Definition of Technical Specialty. (a) Technical Skills and Tech-
niques include graphics, surveying, construction techniques, production
methods, maintenance, etc. (b) Technical Design courses include practice-
oriented standard design applied to work in the field--such as construe-
tion--in which the student acquires experience in carrying our established
design procedures.

Technical Electives. These support the student's career interests,
and may include not only additional mathematics, natural science and
technical science, but also labor relations, cost accounting, contracts
and specifications, etc.

(C) ASEE/ECPD'Re ort on Terminolo
For Engineering Technology,

In 1967 a joint committee of ECPD and ASEE made recommendations on term-

inology for engineering technology that have improved communications. The

report covers terminology applicable to institutions, graduates and degrees.

The following refers to institutional terminology:

It is recommended that the term "Technical Institute" be used as
the generic term to designate the institution or unit awarding the assoc-
iate degree in engineering technology; and that the term "College of
Technology" be used as the generic term to designate the institution or
unit awarding the baccalaureate degree in engineering technology.

On the subject of designation of graduates the report states the follow-

It is recommended that the term "engineering technician" be applied
to the graduates of the associate programs in engineering technology
and that the term "engineering technologist" be applied to the graduate
of the baccalaureate Program.

It was found that a considerable range of degree designations are used,

including the following: Aseociate in Science, Associate in Applied Science,

Associate in Engineering, Associate in Technology, and Associate in Engineer-

ing Technology; and also Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Technology and

Bachelor of Engineering Technology. For clear and unambiguous identification

of graduates the following recommendations were made:

It is recommended that the transcript and the diploma indicate
clearly that the program is one in engineering technology.

It is recommended that the degree designation include the term
engineering technology.

It is believed that there is a continuing influence of this report which

is gradually bringing greater consistency to the terminology of engineering

technology education, thus clarifying both its relationship to and its separa-

tion from engineering education.



(D) Industrial Technology: An Abstract from the
California State Colleges

Study of 1970

Engineering technology education interfaces along one boundary with engi-

neering'education and along another boundary with industrial technology educa-

tion. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the current development and

status of industrial technology programs and the use within industry of IT

graduates in order to establish criteria for distinguishing between ET and IT

educational programs. Since the ASEE study could not be extended to cover

industrial technology, dependence is placed upon published material, the most

comprehensive and recent study being that of the California State Colleges

entitled "Industrial Arts/Industrial Technology" published February, 1970.

Part II of this publication is a comprehensive study of industrial technology

education including an industrial survey that was completed by 44 percent of

the 290 companies contacted. Although all firms were addressed in California

a large percentage are national in scope. Also, the responses were reasonably

balanced between companies with major interests in aerospace, chemicals (includ-

ing wood and paper), manufacturing, electronics, food, and others (including

utilities). Size was equally divided between firms employing over and under

5,000 persons. Hence the results of the survey seem applicable broadly, and

they also appear to be in close agreement with less intensive national surveys

and local ones made in Cleveland and elsewhere. The remainder of this section

will be a series of quotations from this publication including a summary of

the results of its industrial survey.

Background and Definition

Although not all institutions which offer some version of industrial
technology employ this particular title, it is the most common one, and
appears to be gaining even wider acceptance. The formation of the National
Association of Industrial Technology in 1967, as an entity separate from
the American Industrial Arts Association, is a sign that industrial tech-
nology is coming of age. The "position paper" of the California Council on
Industrial Arts Teacher Education (1968) characterizes today's industrial
technology program as:

...preparing students for such positions as those in
planning, supply, product utilization and evaluation,
production supervision, management, marketing research,
and technical sales. These graduates are capable of
analyzing problems, as well as recommending, implementing
and supervising appropriate solutions. They satisfy the
emerging need for technical administrators tn industry.

Weber in 1961 pointed out that:

main difference between industrial technology
and the other types of programs [i.e., industrial arts
teacher education and technical institute training] is
the general area of preparing students for positionS in
management.
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...The graduate, though having knowledge of basic industrial skills,
is oriented towards assisting and directing the development program,
the flow of production, the distribution of the product, and other
facets of general management. The technologist supervises operations
involved in the development of a consumer product, or its movement to
the distribution point, and even making it acceptable and popular on
the open market. Some curricula offer variations in the business por-
tion, permitting a sales emphasis, for example.

The following incorporated quotations come from the 1967 Dean Report
(from the name of the chairman of a committee of the American Vocational
Association which drafted it; the Report contained much material from
a paper by Cunningham (1966), a member of the committee.) The high
level technologist...is described as:

...a college graduate who is associated with managerial
and scientific activities in the industrial field...* He
supervises and manages people, coordinating their efforts
in the utilization of materials and machines in producing
and distributing industrial products.

As the chief objective, the Report acknowledges that the [IT] curricula:

...are oriented more toward training for supervisory and
middle management positions. It is presumed that grad-
uates...will be employed in positions requiring leadership
qualities and a broad knowledge of those supervisory and
administrative functions which result in the efficient
operation of an industrial organization.

With regard to the appropriate
the Report states:

The training includes a basic knowledge of some engineering
and management 'principles, a broad knowledge of industrial
processes and the operation of machines and equipment, in
addition to applied technical and practice skills. The
chief asset of the training is that the graduate of such a
program is provided with a broad background...which makes
him flexible and adaptable to almost any kind of.industrial
organization with a reasonable amount of in-service or job
orientation training.

curriculum to prepare the technologist,

Industrial and Engineering Views

Eefores study (1966), done from an engineer's point of view,
purports to deal with baccalaureate engineering technology programs,
but it makes the assumption that many industrial technology programs
are closely enough "related to the engineering field" to qualify for
inclusion among the 73 institutions in 33 states offering 189 cur-
ricula covered. ...In comparing four-year engineering technology
with two-year associate degree programs, Defore finds that the mean
numbers of semester hour credits required in engineering science,
mathematics, and communications are approximately the same in both
baccalaureate and associate degree curricula, although the number of
credits represent slightly smaller percentages of the total require-
ments in the baccalaureate curricula than in the associate programs.
In the baccalaureate curricula, however, an appreciably larger pro-
portion of the tota) requirement lies in humanities and social studies.
Baccalaureate curricula have a mean requirement of 34 semester hours
credit in technical specialty subjects, or 26% of the total; the
associate, 22 for 32%. Although.the total requirement for the bac-
calaureate degree is nearly twice that for the associate degree, the,
mean requirement in the technical specialty for the baccalaureate is,
only 55% more than for the associate.



A study by Jacobsen (1966), done under the auspices of HEW, is an
ambitious attempt to survey and identify technological manpower needs
of industry and to relate these needs to curriculum development in h4.gher
education. The conclusions are based on questionnaire returns from
approximately 1,100 companies across the countrY.... Among the more
significant findings of the survey a.fe the following:

1. Nearly 20% of engineers in a typical company serve
the functions of a technician. Industry shows little
respect for the engineering title.

2. Industry indicates that the most satisfactory prepara-
tion for the technician is the four-year college with
a technical training program. It is estimated that at
least 20% of the additional technicians needed should
possess the bachelor's degree or more.

3. Industry prefers general technical training to other
types. Significantly, those companies which prefer
general technical training most frequently rank four-
year colleges with technical trainee programs as the
most satisfactory technician programs.

Jacobsen comments: "Clearly there are not enough technicians avail-
able to meet the demand of industry, and the industrial demand is grow-
ing."

History of the Four-Year Technology Program

Historically, four-year technology programs developed from two
principal sources, namely, the technical (engineering) institutes and
the industrial arts departments of colleges and universities. The
technical institute was the original two=year post-high-school insti-
tution engaged in preparing,middle-level technical personnel for
industry 5 3that is support personnel for the engineering function.
In employing the concept of the "engineering team", with the skilled
craftsman at the lower end of the'shectrum and the professional engineer
at the toP, the institute was spelling out its role in training the
middle member of the team, the technician who acted more or less as an
assistant to the professional engineer and as a liaison person between
him and the craftsman.

The engineering profession, accepting the "team" approach, pro-
ceeded through the professional organizations to fix duration and con-
tent of the educational preparation needed by the technician and to
accredit the better programs. It is significant that the engineering
profession relied almost exclusively on these specialized institutes
rather than on regular colleges and uniVersities to train its support
personnel, and that prior to the 35th Annual Report of the ECPD (1967)

7 the profession officially conceived the two-year program as sufficient
attainment for the engineering technician.

Four-year programs, which are essentially elongations of the train-
ing time of technicians, were for a long time ignored by ECPD. Indeed,
institute faculties felt so estranged that they often attended con-
ferences sponsored by industrial arts organizations, where mutual
problems affectihg four-year technology programs were discussed. How-
ever, these institutes account for a very small percentage of the insti-
tutions offering some form of four-year technology programs. In the
majority of institutiOns, four-year technology programs grew out of
industrial arts departments, beginning as technical tracks distinct
from teacher education. This development occured partly in response
to pressures from local industrialists. Industry's need became
even more acute as societal, parental, and peer pressures placed a
premium on the baccalaureate degree, thus discouraging students from
enrolling in two-year technician programs....

2 3
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[Via] siphoning off of some prospective industrial arts teachers
into industry, and thus perceiving industry's need, many industrial
arts educators were receptive to industry's overtures. Moreover, such
development appeared to be consistent with the discipline's emerging
objective of teaching about industry and technology and the pressures
being exerted on it from other departments to offer certain technolog-
ically-oriented service courses. Speaking for the vanguard technical
institute and industrial arts educators, Wheaton (1964), observed
"that the well-educated top technician group should not consist of those
who failed to complete engineering or science college curricula," but
there should be a separate four-year program designed expressly to meet
industry's needs.

Foecke (1965), formerly engineering specialist with U.S.O.E.,
provided a,well-conceived rationale and urged ECPD to recognize and
accept four-year engineering technology as a legitimate addition to
the engineering education spectrum and the technologist as a full-
fledged member of the engineering team. As a result, a committee was
formed to study the issue and make recommendations. On the basis of
the McCallick Report (1966), which recognized the "crisis" aspect and
was generally favorably disposed toward four-year engineering technology,
and in spite of some serious problems in.reconciling it with professional
engineering, the ECPD adopted the recommended criteria for accrediting
the stronger programs.

Evolution of Industrial Technology

In the evolution of the typical industrial technology program, a
pattern is discernible. Starting as a technical track or.option within
the established industrial arts curriculum, industrial technology was
naturally heavily'weighted with the only resource that was abundant:
industrial arts courses.... However, only programs in very small colleges
tend to remain long in this transitional stage. As industrialists are
consulted about their needs and drawn into active curriculum development,
and as faculty who possess recent industrial experience and enthusiastic
commitment to the program are hired, separate courses with the IT prefix
are introduced and their content tends to approximate the objectives
more closely. Particularly if the program is located in a large, com-
prehensive institution, producing the technologist with managerial ca-
pability becomes the chief objective; the means consists Of "mixing"
appropriate courses from several professional areas--preeminently indus-
trial arts and business, but also engineering, mathematics, science, art,
psychology, English, speech, journalism, and humanistic and social studies..

Courses from other professional disciplines complement the more
distinctly technological portion of the curriculum. This portion gen-
erally consists of (1) a technical "core" comp-oising knowledge that is
basic to efficient performance in all functions of technology, and (2)
a technical specialty. Gradually, the technical specialty, which orig-
inally consisted of one or more of the traditional industrial arts fields,
yields to a focus on a "cluster" of industries, such as'manufacturing,
construction, and electricitY/electronics, °r sometimes on a job category,
such as sales. The general program, characterized by 'great flexibility
and adaptability, has passed into its most sophisticated form when the
content is well-suited to the objective of preparing the technical
administrator- BY this time it iS usually a- separate ourricUlum leading
to its own degree. At Most the industrial arts Portion of the curriculum
consists of Providing the,basic skills and knowledge and contributing to
the technological specialty-as' appropriate. ."..The breadth of prepara-
tion which is 'characteristic-of industrial technology stems from awareness
on the Part of echicators that theY would be doing a disservice to grad_
uates if, since technology changes at such a breathtaking pace, they
trained them too specifically for skills that will be obsolete quickly.
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Industry's View on Curriculum

Industry itself supports,the broader type'of program. By a two-to-
one margin respondents to the Survey_of industry prefer technologists to
have an educational background=which is broad and flexible rather_than
overly speCialized. The margin turns Out to be even greater when the
responses of the one-third indicating.a.need for technologists with more
specialized training are analyzed. Three out of, four of those firms which
distinguish between engineering and industrial technologists and employ
both types prefer that the industrial'technologists be more broadly trained....

Most courses carrying the IT prefix'are substantive and, in their
totality, apparently wellgeared to the needs of 'industry. The:Survey
of Industry verifies:this.: In,providing-knowledge that is essential to
efficient performance in all functions of the technology division,,some
courses:may be said to make up a sort of "core'l; but:the compositibn of
the core varies too much from institution tb- Institution to identify it
as a standard feature of industrial technology.

One purpose of the Survey of Industry was to-discover-what industri-
alists consider.,desirable content for an industrial, technology program.
The following pattern emerges from:the respondents' distribution Of unit-
time according to the six general subject areas which comprise industrial
technology:

_
Percentage of

Subject Area Total Program

Genera1EducatiOnH 20%
_CommunicatiOn -.Skills 12%
MathethatiCs: :12%:
Soience ,, 13%
TeChnical Subjects 26%,
Business AdminiStration 17%

Indicated
Equivalents in
Semester Units

Characteristics of a Quality Program [Abbreviated]

It leads to a Bachelor of Science degree in four years without crowding.

It profits from continual study including an advisory council of busi-
ness and industry.

It prepares primarily for supervisory-managerial pOsitions in in-
dustry.

'. It is broad rather than specialized...it is truly interdisciplinary.

It requires mathematics through analytical geometry and calculus
[introductory], one year of physics, a semester of English composition,
a speech course, a course in technical writing, 18 semester hours of
business, a course in computer science, a course in industrial psy-
chology, and ability to read blueprints in.addition to courses in the
technical specialty and related studies.

6. The faculty, in addition to having requisite academic background and
teaching competence, possesses previous work experience in industry
and continues to keep abreast of current developments through close
contact with, and summer employment in, industry.
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The Need for Technologists

Industry's present and accelerating future need for high-level tech-
nical personnel is well documented. The national surveys of industry
conducted by Jacobsen and Defore...confirm it. Jacobsen, for example,
estimates that for every two technicians employed in 1967, three will be
needed by 1972 and at least one-fifth of them will be required to have
a baccalaureate or higher degree. This represents at least a doubling
of the need for technicians with the bachelor's degree from 1967 to 1972.

...For predictions of need on the national level, two documents,
Ocnupational Employment Patterns for 1960 and 1975 (BLS, 1968) and
Tomorrow's Manpower Needs: National Manpower Projections and a Guide
to Their Use as a Tool in Developing State and Area Projections (BLS,
1969) are valuable resources.... The fastest growing occupational group-
ing, "Professional and Technical" workers are expected to increase their
share of the total employment picture in 1975 (91.4 million) by 14.6%,
considerably up from 11.3% in 1965. Requirements are thus projected to
reach 13 million in 1975, up 45% from 9 million in 1965 and 73% in 1960..

In any optimum solution to the manpower shortage, graduates at the
two-year level should be more numerous than the four-year technologists,
and the latter more numerous than the professional engineers. ...Even if
the increase in enrollments were to continue at the same rate, i.e.,
nearly doubling again by 1975, the supply [for California] would not begin
to approximate the demand. Existing programs simply could not accommodate
this increase; additional ones will be needed.

Considerations of Terminology

While "industrial technology" may appear to be a rather generic and
imprecise title for the type of program delineated in this report,,there
is at present no viable alternative.... "Industrial Technology" is the
curricular and degree title generally used across the country and is coming
more and more, through persistent usage, to have a meaningful identity for
industry. It is consistent with the National Association of Industrial
Technology, an organization created expressly "to foster the improvement
of baccalaureate degree-level curricula of industrial technology within
institutions of higher education," and perhaps to serve eventually as an
accrediting agency as it gains recognition.

The objective of preparing the high-level technician cannot be con-
sidered necessarily incompatible with preparing the technical manager
type. The fact is that the entry-level job for the technologist may be
indistinguishable from that of the technician. The difference is that
the technologist has been prepared to move upward as rapidly as conditions
and his own abilities and ambitions allow into supervisory and managerial
positions. Industry does, at least initially, not differentiate levels
and duties as carefully as educators might like. As is true of most areas
of human endeavor, the technologist has to serve some sort of apprenticeship.
The dividend of four-year preparation over two-year lies not in making the
draftsman, for example, a defter draftsman, but preparing him for upward

.

mobility on the job. '

Administration and Relation to Industrial Arts
.

.
.

AS:.1Sthe.::cage:with'industrial .artsj :the adMiniatratiVelocation of
industrial technOlogy:prOgrams varies'froM,CaMPOsto:.:CampUS-ExPerts:'._ _

. .
_ . . .

disagree over the question:of;Whether,joint,pr-separate..adminiStration,
classes'; and: inatrudtors are better In the June.',19,64 iSsuetof Inclitst'riai--
.Arte/Vod'ationca.HEduciOn;.-Dail'iand,K16±fitjes. ci-LOng Be$Ch-Stete-C011eke*,'

,

comment.: '

There are two schools of thought regarding facilities
faculty for the technology program. First, there are
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those who believe the curriculum can and should be housed in
the industrial arts laboratories and taught by the industrial
arts faculty. The second group feels that separate facilities
should be provided and the faculty should be entirely separate
from those teaching industrial arts....

The tendency across the country, at least in the larger colleges,
is for industrial technology, although it originated in and was nurtured
by industrial arts, to break away and become independent at maturity....
Whether or not it is administered separately, industrial technology
requires two or three specialized laboratories, one of them designed
to give the student an overview of manufacturing processes and to dem-
onstrate the elements of total production. Moreover, the industrial
technology instructor must have extensive industrial experience and
must maintain close and continual contacts w3th the evolving technology
in industry.... Industrial arts student3 can profit from working in
industrial technology laboratories, which will, of necessity, contain
the latest equipment. Integration has thc. advan3ge of keeping the cost
of operating an industrial technology oxorlculum to a minimum.

Distinction of programs by their primary function--industrial arts
ipreparing teachers and industrial technology preparing ndustrial workers--

must be preserved. However, a broadened conception of industrial arts
is called for, as preparation for teachers not only for industrial arts
classes, but for occupational classes and in-plant training programs of
industry as well, in conjunction with industrial technology.

The Master's Degree

The rationale for the master's degree is both to give students who
possess the bachelor's degree an opportunity to pursue advanced work
and to prepare teachers for the related technical programs offered by
the Community Colleges and some other colleges and universities.

A master's degree in industrial technology is not recommended at
the present time. The Survey does not support the need for it. If the
technologist pursues graduate work, industrialists would prefer it to be
in business, leading to the Master of Business Administration. It is
doubtful, too, if the baccalaureate program, being of recent origin, is
seasoned or solidified enough to support a capstone degree or even whether
a substantive body of advanced technical sUbject-matter exists to constitute
a full master's program in industrial- technology. Energy should be direct-
ed at strengthening the undergraduate program.

Relationship to Industry-- -op Programs

[In California] leaders from business and industry are serving on
advisory boards and councils to industrial technology programs. Such
liaison has the advantage of insuring that the curricula are, and con-
tinue to be, responsive to the ever-changing needs of industry and that
there is a ready-made market for graduates; but it, has also had one serious
disadvantage: localization has militated against evolving a national philos-
ophy and objectives.... Still another contribution industry has made is
allowing its high-caliber personnel to teach courses at nearPy...colleges
and universities....

Nationally, there is a resurgence of interest in work-study programs.
A recent'issue of TiMe disclosed that "Already 136 colleges and universities
have instituted work-studiest,programs that provide undergraduates with a
taste of a career ahead of time." Shoben ascribes their ,popularity in,part
to "dullness and lack of cogency in study in relation to the authenticity
of the work experience." Under terms,,of an omnibus bill, extending and
changing the Higher Education Facilities Act,the "Higher EduCation Act of
1965, and the National Defense Educat570n Actuntil mid-1370, several million
dollars are provided for a new program'of grants to collegPs "tc-develop,
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carry out, or expand cooperative education programs that alternate periods
of study with full-time employment."

Finally, there needs to be closer coordination between college
programs and the educational training centers operated by industry,
many of which are very extensive and impressive. While in the begin-
ning in-house training developed more as a protective device, to meet
some conspicuous "ability gaps" in the educational process or to counter-
act education's indifference to or inability to handle special personnel
needs, it has evolved into a means of supplementing the employee's formal
educational preparation in ways the colleges cannot....

Relationship to Community Colleges

Pertinent, also, is the admonition of the McCallick Report:

In any society such as ours where technological
changes are taking place at an unprecedented rate,
the very idea of "terminal" education is not only
unrealistic but unthinkable.

...Mutually beneficial arrangememts have been effected, whereby
the Community Colleges offer pre-baccalaureate programs expressly designed
to permit the student to transfer into an industrial technology program
at a particular State College without loss of time or credit. ...Indus-
trial technology is in many ways the "natural" advanced program for Com-
munity College technical graduates to enter. By design, the upper division
part of the broadly conceived program concentrates on "rounding out" the
student, and thus could yield readily to the two-plus-two approach. Pick-
ing up the student whose Lower division training has been relatively special-
ized, :preparing him for middle-level technical jobs in industry, industrial
technology at the upper division can provide him with the means to qualify
for higher-level positions through courses in management, communications,
psychology, and humanistic/social studies, among others, and through ad-
vanced and integrative technology courses which give an overview of tech-
nology and the industrial enterprise....

...The contents of the vocational programs, dubiously collegiatei-level in many nstances, need to be upgraded. Many technical programs
are too narrowly focused and excessively skill-oriented rather than
concept oriented. A majority require no c011ege mathematics at all, and
practically no science, or at least not to any depth. Since there are
few electives, the student has no opportunity to secure breadth either
in general education areas or in general technology. Though students
are, of course, encouraged to combine the occupational curricula with
the requirements for the associate degree, there is not enough insistence
on it and woeful lack of counselors with understanding to identify the
better students and to channel them into transfer tracks.

Relationship to Engineering

'In ail the 'literature on: indUstrial.teChnOlOgYandstheHdeseript,i.ons
of programa, reference:to 'producing 'seMi7Professionalenginders is--
s:tudiously

_
,

for positionsthat:arengineering7related',:and:_wilibe:giVentitlesin
Whieh..theerMengineer"..figUreaprOMinentlyIndustrialeChnOlogy'
eduCatOrs can'hardlybe'fauited''fbrindustrY.'e'*enden9Y:tO:ignoreeOme:
academic-eubtletiesandEOTueeltheerM"engineer"YllOOteieaPeCiallY:
.as-a'Means'oTHUpgrading in pOsitiOn

E.In 'definitions of : engineering technology: such as' that of.;.ECP1a.',1.<'
. . .

< . .ths-..key.'imraaa.,10 SUppOrt of .the engineering-:' e ffert.: Of ,./...nduetiT'.'.

The erigineerihg tedhhOlOgiSt is sometimes taid:.td,'he7 like: the pre-1955
-.profea iOnal- engineer :who-lWaS':'nibie, COndei;hed.-With the-::teChrii4uea.of..
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engineering art. With regard to the nature of the preparation required,
the 1969-70 Cal Poly catalog states:

The engineering technician is somewhat more specialized
than the engineer, focusing on a narrower range of subject
matter and skills. In general, he seeks less depth in basic
and engineering sciences but develops more specific capability
and education in technical skills and in the more essential
aspects of design and production.

On the other hand, the industrial technology faculty at Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo describes its program as:

... that part of higher education which prepares students
for professional-level (baccalaureate degree) technical
occupations in industry, excluding professional engineering.
This field, forming the mid-ground between engineering and
business administration, emphasizes the applied aspects of
industrial processes and personnel leadership. It is based
upon a-foundation of understanding and working knowledge of
industrial materials, tools, processes, procedures, and human
relations. Industrial technology includes the industrial
areas of electricity, electronics, drafting, graphic arts,
metal-working, wood-working, plastics and power technology.
This specialty requires high levels of ability in: (1)
working effectively with people, (2) mechanical aptitude,
(3) communication-motivation skills, and (4) planning.

The key phrases here are occupying the mid-ground between engineering
and business administrati-,n and emphasizing the applied aspects of indus-
triaZ processes,and peroonnel Zeadership.

The McCallick Report adds another dimension

It is for the educational preparation of the engineer-
ing technician--the technician who must discharge the duties
of yesterday's applications and design oriented engineer and
who must be prepared for eventual managerial positions as
well as positions of great technical responsibility--that the
four-year programs in engineering technology have been developed.

In a way this is 'only stating the obvious, for no matter where the
college graduate goes today, he will eventually be seeking a management
position. The only viable advancement opportunity for the technologist
is some kind of managerial position. However, in predicating this as an
objective for engineering technology, and in actually including a block
of business courses in the curriculum to meet it, the engineering profes-
sion is entering territory preempted by industrial technology and thus
blurring the Aost visible line of distinction.

Possible Solutions--Relationship Of ET and IT

As early as 1962, Vivian, writing from an engineer's viewpoint, noted
that "industrial technology programs in th.: State Colleges are now a
'gray area' between Engineering and Industrial Arts and need to be con-
trolled." He recOmmends that "Future programs should be interdisciplinary
between these divisions and the Business Division and administered by the
faculty with the highest level of technical knowledge of industry, the
Engineering Division.".... Vivian's recommendation had merit, but he mis-
judged both the attitude of the eneneering faculty toward technology and
the readiness of the various schools and departments to cooperate to the
extent a joint program would require.

29
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The McCallick Report, in spite and because of nagging doubts, rec-
ommends acceptance and accreditation of these [ET] programs by the follow-
ing reasoning:

...unless criteria for accreditation of those programs
are promptly adopted, considerable chaos could result.
Engineering technology education, as ECPD has known it,,
is in jeopardy. It is being squeezed from below by two-
year associate degree programs growing out of a vocational
education background and is being outflanked at the four-
year level by degree programs in technology evolving from
an industrial arts heritage. Failure to act will neither
reverse these threatening trends nor, therefore, the growth
in numbers of four-year technology programs.

[It is relevant that], consistent with the recommendations of the
Grinter Report (ASEE, 1955) and the subsequent accrediting criteria
established by ECPD, engineering education today is theoretically orien-
ted; the major emphasis is on the functions of design, development, and
research, espe(ially on the first, rather than on production and manu-
facture. Institutions have.ex,arted tremendous effort over the last
dozen years in securing ECPD accreditation, and most engineering faculties
do not seem persuaded at this time that the hard-won gains should be
jeopardized through diversification into engineering technology programs.
The McCallick Report asserts that:

...a number [of industrial technology programs] are
sufficiently similar that they could readily be
converted to engineering technology programs with
only minor changes in curricula and objectives.

Yet in making this assumption, the committee implies that the engi-
neering profession can absorb industrial technology, and is willing to do
so. The direction engineering education will take in the future is simply
not clear enough for such a commitment to be made. The Engineering Goals
Report (ASEE, 1968) recommends, in view of the Manifest trend for engineers
to pursue advanced work, that the master's degree should become the entry
level into the profession. If this recommendation should indeed become
the accepted guideline for the engineering profession, then the place of
the emerging four-year technologist in the engineering continuum might
become clearer.

...Finally it is the view 'of some industrialists, as confirmed by
the Survey, that the goals and pe.tterns of industrial technology are
better suited to their needs than those of engineering, at least as
presently ccnstituted. As an immediate or short-term solution, then,
wholesale movement of industrial technology into engineering appears
neither feasible nor desirable.

Recommendations [Those applicable specifically and solely to the
California System or one of its member colleges are omitted.

1. "Industrial Technology" is the appropriate desig-
nation for the industrially oriented program grow-
ini out of an industrial arts heritage, and the
Bachelor of Science' the appropriate type of degree
awarded.

2 Industrial technology shall be developed only in
colleges which are already operating a strong in-
dustrial arts curriculum.

:30
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3. Colleges with strong professional engineering pro-
grams but without industrial technology may...con-
sider developing an accredited engineering technology,
program if all condit:Lons, especially a fully supportive
engineering faculty, are conducive to doing so.

4. Steps shall be taken to increase cooperation among
the engineering, business, and industrial arts-
industrial technology areas.... In line with the
principle that any program shall draw upon appro-
priate offerings of related disciplines in prefer-
ence to duplicating them, all colleges with indus-
trial technology programs are requested to review
areas of possible proliferation of offerings and
to consider iincorporating aropriate engineering
courses in the curriculum.

CSC Industrial Survey

Survey of Industry's Responses to Questionnaire. Soon after the
industrial arts-industrial technology study began, it became clear that
a survey of industry was needed. Whereas a good deal of information
about industrial technology programs could be gleaned from existing
literature, the same could not be said of industry's viewpoint toward
the general concept of an industrial technology curriculum. Individual
colleges had made surveys of those firms which employed.their technology
graduates, but these were generally regional and designed to elicit in-
formation related to their particular programs. No comprehensive survey
of California's industry's need for and use of technologists has ever
been undertaken. The present survey was restricted to firms indigenous
to California-or national firms with major branches in California....

In order to maximize mutual understanding, the first page of the
questionnaire itself contained a brief descriptive statement about
industrial technology and a working definition of an "industrial tech-
nologist."

...No universally accepted definition of the industrial technologist
exists, but to assure that our understandings will be similar and the
responses to the questionnaire thus more meaningful, the following
descriptive definition will be used:

The industrial technologist is a college graduate
who is associated with the managerial and scientific
activities in the industrial field. He has a solid
background in mathematics, physical science, human
relations, and extensive educational experience in
technical theory and manipulative skills in such
fields of specialization as electricity, electronics,
drafting, graphic arts, metal working, woodworking,
plastics and power technology.- He worka in the mid-
ground between engineering and business administration,
-focusing on the applied aspects of industrial processes
and personnel leadership. He supervises and 'manages
people, coordinating their efforts in the utilization
of materials-and machines in producing and distributin
industrial products.

Because the relatiOnship of industrial technology programs to those called
m iengineering technology and administered by Engineering Depart ents s

often uncertain, you will be asked to indicate some preferences aimed
at clarifying the relationship between the twC.

...Detailed analysis of thresponses, including many correlations
d refinements,: revealed both 'a.4''aefinite pattern to the responses and
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a remarkable degree of internal consistency. Patently, industry has a
need for technologists with baccalaureate degreea, and this need will
accelerate in the future. For curriculum planning and development, the
most important finding is that industry is looking primarily for produc-
tion-oriented persons who will eventually move into managerial and super-
visory positions, and consequently technologists possessing a broad tech-
nical background combined with business and managerial techniques and
communication skills are preferred.

...The conclusions, given in order of questionnaire items, are as
follows:

1. Positions in production management and quality control
are the most likely job placements for industrial tech-
nology graduates. Other job openings are commonly found
in purchasing, sales, and field service.

2. According to the title description, a large number of
positions held by technologists are managerial. The
terms "engineer" or "engineering" appear in many job
titles, even though the holder may not be engaged in
true engineering or engineering-support tasks.

Within the general subject areas identified, respondents
evaluated individual courses as follows:

Mathematics--The majority of respondents consider
Arithmetic, Algebra, and Trigonometry necessary
courses.

Technical--Courses in Blueprint Reading, Time and
Motion Study, and Quality Assurance or Control
are considered necessary by a, high portion of
respondents. Few respondents rated such specialized
courses as Fluid Flow, Plastics Technology, Power
Technology, Graphic Arts, Photography, or Woodworking
as necessary.

Business--Respondents rated a relatively large
:block of business courses as necessary. These
include Accounting Principles, Human Relations,
Introductory Economics, Management Principles,
and Production Supervision.

Generally, the responses to specific course selections
reinforce the preference for technologists naving a
breadth of technical background combined with strong
business and human relations knowledge.

The pattern of curriculum emerging from the respondents'
suggested time distribution has been given under "In-
dustry's Views on Curriculum.", [See page 19].

Certain types of companies, notably electronics com-.
panies, appear to prefer students to have-more tech-
nical training. However, the majority of aerospace,
chemical manufacturing, and food companies do not
expect high concentrations in the technical area but
rather prefer students to have more general education
and business courses.
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6. Respondents by a two-to-one margin prefer technologists
to have an educational baokground which is broad and
flexible rather than overly specialized.

7. About one-third of the respondents indicate a need
for technologists with more specialized training--
persons who can move readily into jobs which
require specific technical knowledge and expertise
in a single area.

8. Large companies tend to use industrial technologists
and engineering technologists interchangeably; small
and medium-sized companies tend to distinguish between
graduates of four-year industrial technology and engi-
neering technology curricula according to the duties
performed.

Analysis of Companies' Responses. Number of companies receiving
questionnaire, 290; number of companies responding, 154; number com-
pleting questionnaire, 129, or 44 percent.

Type of Product ,Response

Space, Aero
Chemical, Wood
Manufacturing
Electronics
Food

41%
34%
46%
76%
67%

Positions Most Likely to be
uates.

(1)
(2)
(3),
(4)
(5),
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Number Of Employees

Under 1000
1000 - 4999
5000 and over*

[Large companies hire
the majerity of IT
graduates]

Response',

37%
44%
71%

Filled b Industrial Technolo

Production Management
Purchasing
Quality Control
Sales
Logistics
Field Service
Job Development
Market Research
Other

3,3

Responses

104
43'
81

, 42

40
and Training 16

10
42

y Grad-



Educational Subjects Considered Necessary or Desirable by 70% to
99% of Respondents.1

Response2 Science & Applied Science Response2Mathematics

*Arithmetic (College Math)
*Algebra
*Trigonometry
Descriptive Geometry

*Statistics

99%
98%
88%
79%
91%

*Physics
Statics
Dynamics

88%
72%
70%

Computer Programming 76% Communications Response2

Technical Studies RespOnse2 *Public Speaking 94%
*Technical Writing 96%

*Introductory Drafting 94% Audio Visual 73%
*Blueprint Reading 94% *Psychology '92%:
*Basic Mfg. Processes 96%
Machine Tool Skills 81% Business Administration Response2
Tool Design 76%

*Mechanical Systems 96% *Accounting Principles 98%
Design Mech. Systems 84% Marketing Principles 78%
Design Elec. Systems 79% *Human Relations 99%
Strength of Materials 84% *Introductory Economics 94%
Electrical Power 75% Financial Management 81%
Product Evaluation 80% *Management Principles 98%

*Time & Motion Study 89% *Industrial Relations 95%
*Engineering Economy 90% Customer Relations 80%
*Assurance or Control 90% Introductory Oper. Research 76%
Advanced Control 80% *Production Supervision 91%
Industrial Design 72% Industrial Purchasing 87%

lIt should be noted that the questionnaire did not list "general educ-
ation" or "liberal education" so their relative importance in "job performance"
was not evaluated. However, in response to a question on percentage of cur-
ricular time to be assigned to six major categories the response for "general
ducation" ranged from 5 percent to 50 percent. More importantly, both the

mean and the median of the 129 replies was that 20 percent of the curriculum
should be devoted to general education. The California. State Colleges require
that fully one-third of the, program consist of general education, but some
allowance is made for communication skills, mathematics and science as parts
of general education.

.2Percentages were computed. by,the ASEE 'Staff. Percentages
, .

starred
.

subjects range .from 88% to 99%, and the starred subjects receiving particular
industrial emphasis subdivide as follows: basic subjects, 8; technicalleubjects,
7; busineSs administration;.s:
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Recruitment and Hiring as Related to Curriculum.1 The following
indications of preference by companiesZ relate to educational back-
ground for new employees.

a. Prefer four-year industrial technology graduates

b. Prefer four-year engineering technology graduates

c. Prefer four-year industrial arts graduates

Responses3

41%

45%

4%

d. Have no preference as to type of technology 7%
graduates

e. See no need for technologists to recei7e more 3%
than two-year preparation

lIn addition, a majority of respondents felt able to distinguish between
four-year IT and ET graduates according to the duties performed, and therefore
a majority recommended separate IT and ET curricula. By a 3 to I margin, employ-
ers showed preferenee for graduates having work-study or internship experience
despite their intent also to provide appropriate-in-service training.

2Large companies showed strong preference for broad ratherthan special-
ized training, other companies the reverse. Evidently, large companies can
place and shift personnel to greater advantage, and also their internal training
programs are more sophisticated than in smaller companies. However, one respondent
warned, "We tend to Philosophize one waY and hire another." A, second admonished,
"Interpersonal relationships are 'very important, but there is no substitute for
technical competence." Nevertheless, a two-to-one overall preference for broad
rather than specialized technologists was expressed.

.:3Percentagee Were computed bytthelASEE Staff.,



SECTION 4

RECENT TRENDS IN ENGINEERING EDUCATION AND

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Changes in Engineering Education

The education of the engineering technician and the engineering techno-

logist bears an inadequately defined but important relationship to engineering

education. Engineering education programs appear to be again undergoing a
rapid evolution. After a period in which undergraduate engineering curricula

were being extended to a point where only exceptional students finished in four

years, and five-year undergraduate curricula were being tried in a few insti-
tutions, a reversed trend has developed. Baccalaureate engineering curricula

that can realistically be completed in four years, of comparable length to

curricula in liberal arts or science, now exist in significant numbers, a trend
which seems likely to continue. This trend is not due to a belief that engi-

neering education can be completed in a normal four-year curriculum. Instead,

it seems related to a growing belief that an engineer who carries professional

responsibility should have a more extensive educational background than is com-

monly credited in professional circles to the baccalaureate degree.

Advanced Degrees

Whether the advanced professional education of the engineer is conducted

as study for the traditional master's degree or for an advanced professional

degree, the result seems likely to be an extension beyond four years that will

effectively differentiate between the education of the professional engineer
and the engineering technologist. Such a change may be expected to develop

gradually; in fact, it has been in process for some time since approximately

forty percent of new engineering employees now have advanced degreeS.

Trends in Technician Education

The growth of technician education at the associate-degree level is a

result of the establishment of large numbers of junior or community colleges.

Enrollments in long established technical institutes have not been growing
significantly. The technical programs of the junior colleges are extremely

variable both in their objectives and their quality. It is fair to generalize
that manY represent an outgrowth from earlier concepts of-vocational training.

Some will continue within this type of environment while others, because of

educational and experience backgrounds of faculty and other factors, have al-
ready changed in character. Two natural steps of evolution are identifiable:

first, the introduction of some math-science requirement leading into special-

ized courses related to industrial processes; and second, strengthening of the
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math-science requirement for use in technical courses taught at least in part

by engineers. At this stage the curriculum may meet the requirements of ECPD

for accreditation as an associate degree program in engineering technology.

Junior colleges have not requested accreditation in significar+ numbers as yet

(in 1969 the ECPD Annual Report lists twelve community colle ith one or

more accredited associate degree curricula in engineering tec., ,logy).

Roots of Baccalaureate Technology Education

Baccalaureate technology curricula have roots in several areas of education.

First, there have long been baccalaureate curricula in mechanized agriculture,

building construction, printing, glass manufacture, furniture production and

other industrially related areas. In some areas, such as textiles and petro-

leum, engineering accreditation for the program was sought; in others, it was

not, probably because the arts were more important than the sciences in those

fields. Another source of technology curricula has been the industrial arts

programs of certain colleges of education where an evolution has taken place

and "industrial technology" curricula have emerged. Because mathematics and

science were not traditionally emphasized in vocational teacher preparation in

colleges of education, the technological curricula stemming from this source

have been initiated with about equal emphasis upon math-science-technical re-

quirements and non-technical studies. It seems evident that the less encom-

passing math-science-technical content of curricula that have developed out of

industrial arts education, commonly termed industrial technology, along with

their emphasis upon management, account for rather rapid increases in their

enrollments. A third source has been vertical extension to the baccalaureate

level of the curricula of technical institutes which usually include a rela-

tively large math-science-technical content.

Contemporary Developments in Technology EdUcation

The most important recent trend in technological education is the interest

of many universities in providing baccalaureate curricula in engineering tech-

nology. In some cases, the technology curricula are offered within colleges

of engineering while in others these programs are provided through colleges of

technology or other administrative units. Under either of these administrative

plans, 'the facultyof the-technology unit is likely :tip_be',composed, heavily of

teachers withconsiderable industrial or other .experience.relevant.to the-cur-

ridular speclalty.: .A -major fraction of those who tP-Ch technical:courses-may be

engineers. A factor that has disturbed engineering faculties is the rapid

growth in student enrollment which has followed the inauguration of nearly all

of the new baccalaureate technology programs while edgineering enrollments have
remained static. This growth may be attributed to tIle fact that only a small

fraction of high school-students show a strong interest in mathematics and
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science. Yet all are exposed to the marvels of an,increaFingly technological

world. Thus an educational channel which provides professional or semi-prof-

essional status through technological employment without the rigorous math-

science requirement of engineering curricula appeals, to many high school

graduates.

An important contemporary educational experiment is noted in what are

called "two-plus-two" baccalaureate technolOgy programs, those designed to

attract enr011thent from students who have previously achieved an associate

degree. The associate degree vocational-technical programs of many junior

colleges are being upgraded and are attractive to some students, but they

still suffer in enrollment from their historical connection and, in some states,

current association with "terminal" education. However, a growing number of

universities and colleges are accepting at least the upper half ofthe grad-

uates from technical associate degree programs intO baccalaureate curricula

in.technology. Usually_some academic time is lost by transfer, but if these

transfers prove reasonably successful, the result on:-:enrollments:in technical

junior college programs may be dramatic. :The increased enrollments would then

produce an enhanced flow of associate degree technicians into industry as well

as a consistent flow, of transfer students at the junior level into baccalaureate

teChnology programs.

Employment of Technologists

As yet the number of baccalaureates from technology:curricula is small

compared:to the number of engineering graduates, but the growth trend is Clear-
ly upward. Their absOrption Into industry shOuld nOt:prOvide Any prOblem'at
least for the Enext decade.

Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that currently about

one million technicians are employed (BLS, 1970). Of thesc, about one half
have no formal education beyond high school. The remainder have one or two

years of post-high-school education, but only half of these seem to have re-

ceived an education of two years closely related to their employment as tech-
nicians. It is likely that future utilization patterns for technical manpower

will call for enhanced preparation of the individuals entering technical employ-

ment; employment pviorities may justify that at least 50 percent of the new

entrants to technician jobs will need education to the associate-degree level

and that another 25 percent will need advanced technological education, that
is, baccalaureate degrees. If four-year engineeidng and industrial technology

education should grow in volume to equal the production of engineers, and

allowing for usual losses, it would require nearly a ten-year output from such

baccalaureate technological curricula to replace with such,graduates one-fourth

of the one million technicians now employed by industry and government. By
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that time the needs of industry would doubtless have grown commensurately.

Industrialists explain that they employ for technical jobs the Lest

qualified persons available and provide as much training as is essential to

achieve the necessary productivity. Baccalaureate technologists are needed,

but in their absence the best qualified technicians will be upgraded to achieve

an acceptable result. The extent of the need for baccalaureate technologists

will be largely invisible until the product becomes available in significant

numbers for employment. The increased cost of using minimally qualified employ-

ees is equally indeterminate.

Societal Aspects of Technological Education

Since the baccalaureate engineering technologist will doubtless in due

time be recognized as a member of a profession, he must develop the societal

responsibility expected of every professional. Immediately he may function

under the codes of ethics of engineering societies but eventually he will

undoubtedly develop a code of ethics more directly applicable to his particular

activities and responsibilities.

The engineering technologist will soon be involved in making his particular

type of contribution to the solution of many current problems of modern society.

There are contributions that can readily be made to solving many widely dis-

cussed problems without new research. We know much that we apply inadequately

to urban overcrowding, crime reduction, air pollution, transportation, public

health, natural resources, water conservation, lake and river contamination,

wild life preservation, noise abatement, etc. The opportunity for technologists

to work in such fields seems likely to increase.

In their present early stage of development, curricula in engineering t ch-

nology often contain less mathematics, science and technical subjects than

engineering curricula of four years duration. Engineering technology under

liberal direction may therefore offer to some students a fairly extensive

opportunity to expand the usual social-humanistic courses into a study of con-

siderable depth in some non-science area such as economics, sociology, politi-

cal science, law or humanities. Such an interdisciplinary interest may be ex-

pected to lead students toward an opportunity to contribute to future technolog-

ical solutions of societal problems. Other possibilities of.non-scientific

emphasis are, of course, management and international trade or foreign relations.

Technology students who show an interest in interdisciplinary studies should be

encouraged in this direction.



SECTION 5

GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND BROAD FEATURES

OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Engineering technology education by definition must be more intimately

related to engineering education than are other technological educational

programs that also build upon mathematics and the physical sciences. This

close relationship is essential because engineering technology education pre-

pares engineering technicians and technologists to serve with engineers as

part of the total technological enterprise that extends from planning to pro-
duction and continuing service. The engineering technician and technologist

must, therefore, understand the language of engineering--written, symbolic and

graphic, must be able to int_rpret in material terms the results of engineering

analysis or design, and must work effectively as a member of the total tech-
nological team. The engineering technologist often carries much responsibility
for the achievement of the physical result that derives from creative engineer-

ing planning and design.

The Overall Educational Objective

Engineering technology education is designed to educate two-year, asso-

ciate-degree engineering technicians and four-year, bachelor-degree engineering

technologists either to a;sist engineers or to provide independently the sup-

port for engineering activities of a formulated or practical nature for which

contingencies requiring decisions based upon full knowledge of the engineering
design are uncommon. The essential content of engineering technology curricula--

independent of length--must therefore be mathematics, basic science, technical

science, and a technical specialty to a level consistent with the primary ob-

jective as stated, along with technical skills related to a particular area of
engineering practice. As a corollary, technological curricula that train indi-

viduals to work in the fields of science, business, marketing, data processing,

health or agriculture are usually not properly classified as engineering tech-
nology although overlapping objectives may exist.

,

In order to achieve the objectives of the .ASEE Engineering Technology

Study it is necessary to determine the primary characteldstic or special qual-

ity that distinguishes the engineering technologist from the engineer on,the

one hand and from other kinds-of technologists or technicians on the other.
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The Central Objective of Engineering Education

In 1950, Dean S. C. Hollister made a useful contribution to the definition

of an engineering curriculum by emphasizing as the controlling objective the

design of machines, structures or'processes (Hollister, 1950). Today we would
add the design of "systems" including social and human elements. However, the
word "design" is not free from semantic confusion. It is widely used in a dif-
ferent context in associate degree programs of "drafting and design". Hence we
must distinguish between design based upon high level mathematics and science,

involving analysis and synthesis, characteristic of the work of engineers, and

"established" design, characteristic of the work of technicians or technologists,
which follows codified procedures or is based upon a lower order of math-science

and which considers primarily the elements of a system rather than the system as

a whole.

In 1950 greater attention naturally was given to defining the border area
between science and engineering education-than between engineering and tech-

nology education because the latter seldom exceeded two years and was often only
one year in length. Now we have added four-year engineering technology programs
for a baccalaureate degree. However, it is obvious that these baccalaureate

programs would not exist separately from engineering curricula if their goals

and requirements were practically the same. Therefore, it is our objective to
search out and state clearly the essential differences between engineering-and

engineering technology education particularly when they are of the same duration
in academic years.

The Math-Science Background for Engineering
Technology Education

The Primary objective of any degree program in engineering technology must
be defined by the content of the curriculum itself. An important factor for
consideration is the college-level mathematics requirement. Admission to a
technology program is commonly based upon one year less and in some areas twc,

years less of high school mathematics than is admission to an engineering pro-
gram. Also, the high school science requirement for admission to engineering

technology typically will be less than that required for admission to a school
of engineering. It follows that a technological curriculum at .the college level

may be expected to include a less rigorous math-science sequence than an engi-

neering curriculum and to terminate at a lower math-science level. Its math-
science level establishes for a technology, program the instructor's approach

to a group of courses listed in this study, as "'cechnical science". .Such courses
are taught with the emphasis upon applications or standardized solutions o

common problems rather than%the engineering approach which de-emphasizes for-
mulas and channelized procedures.
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Other Curricular Areas in Enzineering Technology

When standardized calculation techniques are carried forward into design

as a part Of technology education, it is evident that the concept of overall

engineering design based upon analysis and synthesis, which at times requIres

caltulus and advanced mathematics, cannot be given attention. Hence, the design

"Instruction of the engineering technologist involves carrying out established

procedures of design. Thus he develops a sufficient understanding of engineer-

ing design so that he may carry engineering projects forward into practical

production, operation, and later provide maintenance. The major technical spe-

cialty and related technical studies are the essential core of any engineering

technology curriculum.

A goal of immediate usefulness of graduates to their employers is considered

important in designing two-year engineering technology curricula and is also

emphasized in four-year curricula. To this end a study of the use of equipment

is a common characteristic of engineering technology programs. Also, communi-

cation skills require attention in all engineering technology curricula, and

general or liberal education is an important objective at the baccalaureate

level.

The study of supervision or management is seldom a central characteristic

of engineering technology education. The engineering technologist often directs

others, but the same is true of engineering and members of many callings. At-

tention to management even in four-year engineering technology curricula is

limited to a small fraction of the curriculum (some five percent) by need for

advanced courses in the technical specialty and required breadth of technical

studies. Management is sometimes included as a small part of humanistic-social

study, but it must not be permitted to displace required liberal studies. It

follows that the study of management ia a desideratum rather than an indispensable

part of an engineering technology curriculum. This is in contrast to industrial

technology proG;rams for which a primary objective is training for supervision

or management achieved by trade-off with the technical depth of the curriculum.

Summary: The Central Objective of Engineering
Technology Education

This analysis has established the central purpose of engineering technology

education to be support for the practical side of engineering achievement with

emphasis upon the end product rather than the conceptual process. There are

many overlapping areas but, in

be said ,to achieve what the en

producer, the-engineer-is-more

an expediter., the engineer is

broad outline, the engineering technologist may

gineer conceives .

often a planner .

sought as an expert

The technologist is usually a'.

The tethnOlogist'is. valued as

. The- teehnolOgiat ShoUld be
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a master of detail, -Ehe engine4i, of-the total system. Hence we may charact-

erize engineering technology education as follows:

In contrast to engineering education where capacity
to design is the central objective, engineering tech-
nology education develops capacity to achieve a practical
result based upon an engineering concept or design either
througl direct assistance to an engineer, in supervision
of technically productive personnel, or in other ways.

Where the work of the technologist and the engineer are similar in kind they

may be expected to differ in level because of the difference in level of math-

ematics, science and engineering science in their educational backgrounds.

The development of new methods is the mark of the engineer. Effective use

of established methods is the mark of the technologist.
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SECTION 6

CHARACTERISTICS THAT DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN

ENGINEERING, ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY AND

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

The first need is to define with clarity the field of engineering tech-

nology education with its two major terminal points of the associate degree

and the baccalaureate degree. The key word involved is "engineering", an

adjective used to distinguish the engineering technologist not only from such

specialized professional groups as medical technologists but also to protect

him from loss of identity in the broad field of industrial applications of
technology. Because the distinguishing adjective is "engineering", it is

necessary to affirm the most significant activities of the engineering pro-

fession to which the engine!Ilring technologist by name and by definition is

closely related.

Engineering--A Creative Profession

Engineering has always been applauded as a creative profession. Ancient
temples, br4_dges, aqueducts, medieval churches, and early skyscrapers represent

a continuing sequence of creative accomplishments paralleled or followed by

mechanical, electrical, chemical, aeronautical, nuclear and space achievements
of fantastic brilliance. These are stars in the engineer's crown and no one
doubts that there are many more to come. They also add luster to the tech-
nicians who contributed to each success. In an earlier age, creative technical

achievements depended upon the genius or ingenuity of a single mind, a combina-

tion scientist-engineer-technician who was often master craftsman as well.

Today, technological teams ranging from three or four individuals to hundreds

may coordinate their efforts and pool their ideas to achieve a planned goal.

The invention and production of new technical accomplishments are the respon-
sibility of engineers. Supersonic aircraft, nuclear power plants and space
exploration are examples. Scientists will contribute concepts, technologists

conduct pilot experiments, tecbnicians control quality, and craftsmen perform

essential workmanship; but the creative application usually generates within

the minds of engineers who bring together scientific knowledge and practical

art to answer a need or produce a new product. The planning and organizational

capabilities of engineers then contribute to the economical multiple output of
such products for broad consumption, an equivalent engineering achievement.

The Scope of Engineering Curricula

The l'urpose of accreditation of engineering' curricula should be to assure

an education that will produce engineers who can create or who can plan, or-

ganize and manage highly sophisticated technical enterprises. Such training

-387s
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may represent "overkill" for some who enter more standardized activities, but
all who are educated as engineers should have the potential of contributing
to society at the upper technological level which herein is termed creative
engineering. It is necessary, therefore, that accredited engineering curricula
include science and mathematics of considerable sophistication, at least through
differential equations, and engineering science--in breadth to cover nearly -all
its areas and in depth for the area directly related to the curriculum major.

In addition, humanistic and social studies are specified, not only as part of

a liberal education, but also so that the engineer may communicate and work

effectively with others and recognize the impact on society of his work, These

objectives carried out in full measure would fill a four-year program of study

allowing for a few elective courses of special interest to the individual. How-
ever, to develop his potential of creative accomplishment, the engineer needs

appreciable study of synthesis or design including systems analysis and expo-

sure to the art of engineering; or for some the opportunity to penetrate deeply

into a limited area which mav initiate a career in research or development.

The subdivisions of the engineering curriculum as discussed above are

inherent whether the time span is four or five or more years. These character-

istics, therefore, define an engineering curriculum and may be used to differ-

entiate it from one in either engineering technology or industrial technology,

or more readily from an engineering technician program which is usually of

about two years in length.

-The:.Scepe 'of Baccalaureate Engineering Techndlogy Curricula-:

If a baccalaureate curriculum of engineering technology is to produce

graduates who can work closely with engineers, and after adequate experience

accept responsibility for production of engineering work, there must be con-

siderable overlap between each engineering technology curriculum and the re-

lated engineering curriculum. The engineering technology mathematics require-

ment need not be as advanced as engineering mathematics but it must provide

an adequate base for a realistic study of physics and chemistry.. This will

require a study of the elements of differential and integral calculus but not

necessarily differential equations except for a field such as electronics.

Even so, the courses in mathematics in the baccalaureate engineering technology

curriculum will normally avoid some of the mathematical rigor considered nec-

essary for engineers. In turn, this will influence the content of the engi-

neering technology courses in physics and in technical science even though the

titles correspond closely with comparable courses for engineers. It seems

unlikely that the four-year engi-aeering technology curriculum can provide time

for more than a very limited approach to engineering analysis and design. The

remainder of the curriculum will be need%d to provide the engineering tech-

nologist with at least as broad a liberal education as is extended to engineer-

ing students, sometimes including the elements of supervision, and with a reason-

ably extensive coverage of the art of the field including production methods and

equipment.
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Associate-Degree Curricula in Engineering Technology

The accreditation criteria for associate-degree programs of education for

engineering technicians have been developed by ECPD. As in the baccalaureate
degree programs for technologists, the use of the adjective "engineering" re-

quires a special thrust for associate-degree programs. The graduates of such

educational programs must be technicians who are able to communicate easily

with engineers and contribute to or carry out engineers' plans or designs.

Even though the curriculum may be only two years in length, it will often re-

quire nearly as high a content of mathematics, science and technical science

as a baccalaureate curriculum in engineering technology. Therefore, such two-

year engineering technology curricula have a very limited content of non-tech-

nical studies. A growing number of institutions provide an opportunity for the

successful associate-degree engineering technician to continue in a baccalaureate

program for a bachelor's degree either in industrial technology or in engineer-

ing technology. The loss of credit or increase in overall time beyond four

years will depend upon the objectives of the associate and baccalaureate programs.

If curricula are designed for transfer or continuity there seems to be no nec-

essary increase in time beyond four years. Percentage time distributions for

two-year curricula are suggested in Section 7 of this report.

Community College Contributions to Engineering Technology

The wide diversification of technology programs in great numbers of com-

munity colleges assures that most of the conceivable variations in technical
education exist. A few community college programs have met the criteria for
accreditation by ECPD as engineering technology programs for the associate

degree. However, it seems likely that the great majority may not achieve ECPD

standards because the objective of close support of engineering works as con-

trasted to employment in a technical industry has not been emphasized in plan-
ning community college programs. Of course, other technical programs still
further divorced from engineering technology exist in the vocational field.

It is evident, therefore, that there is a great range of training objectives
at the two-year technical level. Hence the use of the adjective "engineering"

for associate-degree as well as for baccalaureate-degree curricula will have to
be guarded by ECPD through its accreditation process if the profession of engi-

neering is to have the high-level technician support that seams required by the

advancing technology of the 1970-80 decade.

The Scope and Objectives of Industrial Technology Curricula

One interface of engineering technology education is with educational
programs of industrial technology. As stated previously, industrial technology
programs evolved within departments of industrial arts education where some

continue, but others Ilve independent existence in any one of several colleges.
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Since the ASEE Study was not planned to survey curricula other than engineering

technology it has been necessary to rely upon published material in order to

delineate the boundary area between engineering technology and industrial tech-
nology. For this purpose a current and most useful study of industrial tech-

nology is the California State Colleges Report of 1970. An authorized abstract

of this report, in considerable detail, has been reproduced herein, part D of
Section 3. This abstract also provides considerable information applicable to

engineering technology, including a useful industrial survey.

Definitions. It is useful to compare definitions of engineering tech-

nology and industrial technology. For engineering technology the accepted
ECPD definition is as follows:

Engineering technology is that part of the technological field
which requires the application of scientific and engineering
knowledge and methods combined with technical skills in support
of engineering activities; it lies in the occupational spectrum
between the craftsman and the engineer at the end of the spectrum
closest tc the engineer.

key phrase for engineering technology is "in support of engineering activities".

Several interrelated definitions of industrial technology are quoted in the

abstract of the California State Colleges Report in Section 3-D. For example:

The graduate, through having knowledge of basic industrial skills,
is oriented towards assisting and directing the development program,
the flow of production, the distribution of the product, and other
facets of general management. The technologist supervises operations
involved in the development of a consumer product, or its movement
to the distribution point, and even making it acceptable and popular
on the open market. Some curricula offer variations in the business
portion, permitting a sales emphasis, for example.

According to the National Association of Industrial Technology:

The curriculum, even though built on technical education, has a
balanced program of studies drawn from a variety of disciplines
relating to industry. Included are a sound knowledge and under-
standing of materials and manufacturing processes, principles of
distribution, ,7.nd concepts of industrial management and human
relations; experience in communication skills, humanities, and
sociai,,,:ciences; and a proficiency level in the physical sciences,
mathc:,-a.:ics, design, and technical skills to permit the graduate
to capably cope with typical technical, managerial and production
problems.

The Principal Thrust of Industrial Tchnology Education

All educational programs are designed to achieve some goals or objectives.

Educational programs considered occupational--including professional--define

one of their principal goals in terms of some kind of employment or it may be
more narrowly stated in terms'of a particular job. The goals statement is
an important characteristic that differentiates educational programs.



The key phrases for industrial technology education, according to the

California State Colleges Report, are "o 2.upying the mid-ground between

engineering and business administration", and "emphasizing the applied

aspects of industrial processes and personnel leadership". These objectives

are sufficiently removed from "in support of engineering activities" to

make necessary different curricular emphases in industrial technology from

those of engineering technology. Both types of curricula vary over a wide

range so that each is best described in terms of a "median curriculum".

Also, the emphasis upon "breadth" in industrial technology, which contrasts
with "specialization" in engineering technology, can best be described in

terms of broad curricular groupings, such as math-science-technical content

versus non-technical content including management.

Charts that Present the Interrelationships of
ET and IT Education

The logic of the analyses provided by the California State Colleges Study

of Industrial Technology and the relative consistency of the responses to the

industry questionnaire (summarized in Section 3-D) have led to ASEE's use of

the CSC study as indicative of the development, status, and industrial accep-

tance at this time of industrial technology education. The CSC Study and its

industrial survey fortunately also include sufficient attention to engineering

technology for one to draw conclusions as to the relative position gradually

being assigned both by educators and employers to IT versus ET education.

Figure 1 which accompanies this section has been prepared by the ASEE

staff to illustrate graphically the interfacing, as suggested by the CSC

Study, of industrial technology education and engineering technology education,

and their external interfaces with engineering education and business admin-

istration. A corollary diagram of employment depicts the external interfacing

of ET and IT with engineezing practive and with production. The counterflow

arrows on the education diagram Laustrate "increasing management training and
business studies" with movement toward the right and increasing "math-science

content" with movement toward the left. Similar counterflow arrows on the

employment diagram point out the "increasing use of mechanical and management
skills" with movement toward the right and "increasing conceptual activity and

use of theory" with movement to the left.

Figure 2 adds a number of additional interfacial relationships not po,3sible

on the simple diagrams of Figure 1. This diagram is to be read from left to

right.starting from pure science and moving through engineering into the tech-

nologies which finally interface with production. Note that science, engineer-

ing and systems management interface with mathematics, that industrial tech-

nology interfaces importantly with business administration and with engineering

technology but less directly with engineering, and that business administration
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FIGURE 1,--Interfacing of Engineering Technology With Engineering
and with Industrial Technology

EDUCATION

Increasing Management Training & Business Studies
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.

ENGINEERIKGENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

.

INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTION

Increasing Conceptual Activity and Use of Theory
.114

as well as industrial technology and engineering all interface with the manage-
ment of systems although from different approaches. At the bottom of the
chart it proved illustrative to list the steps of creative change initiated

by research and development which interface at the left directly with science
and engineering, followed by the steps of testig, pilot plant experiments

and prototypes, and including more detailed improvements related to production
shown at the right side of the diagram. There are, of course, many more inter-
relationships, but these would require a three-dimensional model for illustratic
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FIGURE 2.--Major Interfacial Relationships in Technology Education
and Employmenta
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SYSTEMS
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aNote: This diagram is to be read from left to right. The vertical positioning
of various blocks mearly illustrate interfaces. The entire diagram is properly
viewed as being in the horizontal plane. Only major interfacial relationships
are indicated; each bZock bears at least some relationships to each other block;
also industry representatives emphasize that work assignments inevitably blur the
interfacial boundaries shown.

Figure 3.presents for comparison purposes the

industrial teChnology and engineering technology.

are not likely to be found in exact duplication in
ever, the IT curriculum approximates the median or

CSC study,. 50% math-science-technical cOntent, and

preferences for breadth, 50% non-ecience including

riculum follows closely the reCommendations of the
Section3-B) which giVes more emphasis to technical

"median curricula" for

The curricula illustrated

any college catalog. How-

mean suggestions of the
in agreement with industrial

management. The ET cur-

McCallick Report (see

specialization, 70% math-
science-technical content, and which agrees with the industrial 1.-z.sponses in

the CSC Report (see Section 3-D) of those companies that preferred a "special-
ized" curriculum, i.e.,. 45% of those responding to the CSC qustionnaire.

Separation of ET and IT Curricula for Accrediting

The preceding analyses appear to justify concepts that the educational
goals of ET and IT curricula differ appreciably and that the central IT ob-

jective of "production management" versus the ET objective of "support for
engineering activities" will be sufficiently reflected in baccalaureate educ-

,

ational curricula to require application of different criteria for accreditation.
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FIGURE 3.--Typical Technological Curricula of Differing Objectives
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If, as seems reasonable, institutional individuality can be expressed adequately

within the major subdivisions of (1) math-science-technical studies and (2) non-

technical studies including management, a clear-cut accrediting operation can be

achieved. The real distinction between an IT math-science-technical content

of about 50% versus an ET math-science-technical content of approximately 70%

can be the main curricular criterion for separating these related educational

areas. Much flexibility should then be permitted within these broad curricular

subdivisions because of the diversity of employment opportunities open to each

category of technologist.

The goals statement and curricular content are not the only criteria for

distinguishing related educational programs. The interests and aptitudes of

students, the educational experience backgrounds of the faculty, and the special-

ized laboratories and equipment needed for proper instruction are equally impor-

tant criteria. These will be discussed as factors that can also contribute to

program differentiation.

Student Differentiation

One would anticipate a measurable difference in the mean scores of enter-

ing engineering and technology students on mathematical aptitude and achieve-

ment tests. To the extent possible with available test data, such student

differentiation will be reported in later sections. However, it is equally

important to emphasize that each student group is represented by a distribution

curve of wide coverage. For example, mathematical aptitude distribution curves
for (1) 'engineers, (2) engineering technologists, (3) industrial technologists,

and (4) two-year engineering technicians are. certain to overlap greatly. Even

the lowest group on a given test will probably contain individuals having

higher scores than some individuals in a higher scoring group. Another student

characteristic, that of a feeling for or interest in machinery and equipment,

may serve as a second distinguishing factor when adequate data become available
on mechanical aptitude tests.

Faculty Differentiation

Faculty characteristics provide an imp9rtant means of distinguishing

between the purposes of educational programs in the several technological
categories. Essentially all teachers above the rank of instructor in ,chools

of engineering possess master's degrees and a majority hold Ph.D.'s. New

additions to the faculty will-be heavily Ph.D.'s or doctorates in engineering

because of research orientation. Faculties for baccalaureate programs in

engineering technology should have a majority of engineers with practical

experience relevant to the curriculum. Progroms in industrial technology are

less dependent upon engineers for instruction and may be staffed largely by

majors in industri.al arts and practitioners from industry including some who

have had management training or experienbe. Faculties of 2-year technician
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education programs are more mixed in character and depend upon the uniqueness
of the program. It seems probable that faculty differentiation can and should
be a major factor in distinguishing between the four areas of technical educa-
tion being considered here.

Types of Laboratories Required

With some exceptions laboratories in engineering show a strong orientation

toward experimentation or research, an emphasis not as important in other areas
of technological training. Some engineering laboratories are used for the
training of engineering technologists, and even more of such exchange seems

useful because the engineering technologist must be prepared to work closely
with engineers. Such relationships are less likely to be feasible in the
education of associate-degree engineering technicians. Perhaps an ideal
arrangement would be for the baccalaureate engineering technologist to gain
a part of his laboratory training in engineering laboratories and a part in

production laboratories so that he might bring to the technological team an
understanding of engineering experimentation and a knowledge of practical pro-
duction techniques. Laboratories designed exclusively for engineering or indus-
trial technology education may provide working models or actual production
equipment not commonly included in engineering laboratories. Of course, mea-
suring devices and testing equipment lend similarity to laboratories having
quite different purposes.

Names of Curricula and Degrees

As of now (1970) very littlo influence for standardization of names or

designations of technical curricula, programs or degrees has occurred. In

this report the titles engineer, engineering technologist, industrial tech-

nologist and engineering technician are related to education programs defined
in terms of length, faculty, students, facilities and curricula. Section 3-C
has reviewed recommendations on terminology from p:evious reports. Without
doubt, there are some educational programs designated i college catalogs as
engineering technology that would be defined here as industrial technology, and
conversely. The term engineering technology as a curriculum designation is
also used for both two-year and four-year programs, a practice which *ill
continue to be somewhat confusing. However, the graduates are usually classified
as technicians (two-year) or technologists (four-year) according to the length
of the educational program and the degree awarded. Employers use their own
classification systems.

No analysis was made of the names of degrees awarded to engineers, tech-
nologists or technicians. The names of degrees are determined by historical
planning or accident and are a jealously protected privilege of each institution.

Efforts to develop a logical sequence of named degrees for the field of engi-
neering have all failed. There is not likely to be any more standardization of
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titles of degrees awErded to technologists. The objective here is to define
educational boundaries or guidelines, not to attempt to control, standardize

or even influence terminology.



SECTION 7

CHARACTERISTICS OF ASSOCIATE DEGREE
CURRICULA IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Institutions Offering Associate Degree
Engineering Technology Proglams

There exists no authoritative list of institutions which offer associate
degree curricula in engineering technology. A number of recent plblications,
however, provide data from which reasonable estimates may be made. In 1969,
tha Engineering Manpower Commission conducted a survey to determine the
number of associate degrees awarded in technology; the report of this survey
stated that 394 institutions had made associate degree awards during the 1968-
69 academic year (Alden, "Technolcgy Degrees", 1970). Earlier, the National
Center for Educational Statistics of the U.S. Office Education had furnished

data in a different format, suggesting that during the 1967-68 academic year

approximately 450 institutions made "formal awards" (these awards included

both certificates and associate degrees) to students completing'programs "at
the technician or semiprofessional level" (NCES, "Associate Derees..." 1969).

And more recently, the Engineering Manpower Commission has published data on
the Fall 1969 enrollments in institutions offering technician and/or pre-

engineering programs (EMC, "Enrollments," 1970) which indicate that 558 insti-
tutions are engaged in this activity. Combining the two lists of institutions
reporting to the Engineering Manpower Commission with the list reporting to

the Naticl,a1 Center for Educational Statistics is believed to produce a list
of acceptable accuracy. The combined list contains 563 institutions. These
institutions offer approximately 1600 individual curricula.

Thus, approximately 560 institutions offer nearly 1600 different two-
year programs in the general field of engineering technology. There are,
doubtless, variations in the scope, level'and emphasis of these offerings,
but all purport to prepare "semi-professional" workers in technical fields
related to engineering practice.

The institutions offering edivcational'programs in engineering technology
are of various types. They belong primarily to one of the following class-
ifications:

1. Monotechnical /4zstitutes.--Single purpose institutions having
engineering technology education as their sole institutional objective.

2. Polytechnical Institutes.--Institutions with a variety of objectives

related to technical and occupational fields, including programs re-

lated to business, health, or public service as well as to engineering.

3. Comprehensive Community CoZZeges.--Community and/or junior colleges
which include in their offerings various occupational-technical progr,tms
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as well as "university parallel" or "transfer" programs.

4. Universities.--Senior institutions (universities, coa.leges, or other,

regardless of the actual name of the institutions) which include associate
degree programs in engineering technology as part of their offerings,

either on the main campus at a branch campus.

The largest proportion of enrollments is found in the comprehensive community

colleges, although curricula having accreditation by the Engineers' Council

for Professional Development are found to the greater proportion in !Dnotechnical

and polytechnical institutes.

Table 2 summarizes some of the general characteristics of the approximately

560 institutions which offer associate degree engineering technology curricula.

TABLE 2.--General Characteristics of Institutions which Offer Associate Degree
Engineering Technology Curricula

Item Comments

Control 86% public, 14% private

Type

Emphasis

Accreditation

Comprehensiveness
Of Offerings

Frequency
Of Offerings

87% are two-year institutions
13% are universities or four-year colleges

which include associate degree curricula
in their offerings

10% offer engineering technology only
13% offer a variety of technical programs

but deal only in technical education
64% are comprehensive community colleges
13% are senior colleges or universities

11% have at least one 'curriculum accredited
by the Engineers' Council for Professional
Development

92% are accredit&by the appropriate regional
accrediting,association

80% offer four or fewer engineering technology curricula
20% offer more than four engineering technology curricula

Elcictrical/Electronics Technology is offered
most frequently (30% of the total curricula,
50% of the institutions, and 25% of the
associate degrees awarded) ,

echanical Technology is-second in frequency of
offering (12% of thc total curricula, 25%
of the institutions, and 13% of the associate
degrees awarded)
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The Associate Degree Engineering Technology
Curricullm

Associate degree engineering technology curricula, although they differ
from one another in certain respects, 'lave many characteristics in common.
For example, a recent study of a selected national sample of 120 such curricula
revealed the existence of a basic structural profile, that is, a common pattern
of curriculum structure based on the number of semester hour credits required
in various curricular areas. The 120 curricula studied were identified as
programs of quality which were perceived to have potential influence on the
future of engineering technology education. Subsequent data tables and figures
in this chapter are all based on this sample of curricula.

Findings from a Study of 120 Associate Degree
4(1" Engineering Technology Curricula

The primary purpose of the study just mentioned was to discover the extent

to which various subject matter areas were treated in associate degree engi-
neering technology curricula. The definitions of curricular areas used for the
purposes of the study are as follows:

Technical specialty.1.-Technological subject matter content in an engi-
neering technology curriculum in which a student concentrates study;
the "major" of a curriculum. For example, technical specialty subject
matter in an electrical technology curriculum usually will include
college courses entitled "electrical machinery", "transmission networks",
"microwaves", and the like.

Related technical studies.--Technological subject matter content in an
engineering technology curriculum related to an area of technology or
to the development of skills to support a technology, but not directly
related to the area of specialization; courses which support the major.
Basic electronic circuits taught to mechanical engineering technology
students is one example; introductory drafting is anuther.

Technical sciences.--Subject matter content in an engineering technology
curriculum having its roots in mathematics and basic science but carrying
knowledge'further toward applicability; courses designed to supply the
core of technological knowledge the student needs in his chosen profession.
While more limited than the "engineering science" of a professional engi-
neering curriculum, the same areas are included. For example, the tech-
nical sciences include such subjects as "applied mechanics", "strength of
materials", "fluid flow", and the like.

Physical sciences.--Chemistry, physics and integrated courses in chemistry
and physics.

Mathematics.--Subject matter content beyond the level of "intermediate
algebra"; "college algebra" and other mathematics subjects including
trigonometry and calculus which have college algebra as a co- or pre-
requisite.

Communications.--Subject matter content related to grammar, rhetoric,
speech, technical writing, and other phases of language except literature.

Humanities/Social Studies.--Subject matter content related to literature,
the arts, philosophy, history, sor!iology, political science, and the
like.
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Other studies.--Subject matter content in a curriculum not classifiable
under one of the preceding categories; these include R.O.T.C., physical
education, life science, foreign language, and "free electives" not
identifiable by category.

Table 3 summarizes the structural characteristics found for the sample
of associate degree engineering technology curricula in terms of the number

of semester credits typically required in each of the curricular areas just

defined. The table lists the range of requirements found to exist in the 120

curricula studied, the mean (arithmetic average) of these requirements, and
the mode (highest frequency) of the requirements; the mean has been adjusted

to the nearest half-credit for convenience in reporting.

TABLE 3.--Structural Characteristics Found in a Sample of 120 Associate Degree
Curricula in Engineering Technologye

Curricular Semester Credits Required
Area

Range Meanb
(Arithmetic/

Average)'

Mode
(Highest
Frequency)

Technical Specialty 8-24 23 24

Related Technical Studies 0-22 8 8

Technical Sciences 0-22 7 gd

Physical Sciences 4-18 7 8

Mathematics 4-14 8.5 10e

Communications 3-12 6 6

Humanities/Social Studies 0-15 7 6

Other 0-14 2 2

Total Technical Studiesc 24-51 38 40

Total Curriculum 60-83 71 72

eSee page 51 for definition of sample
bAdjusted to nearest half semester credit.
cIncludes technical specialty, related technical studies and technical sciences.

dHigh frequencies at 0 and at 4 semester credits were also noted.

eHigh frequency at 6 semester credits was also noted.

Figure 4 gives some insights into the kinds of structural variations and

central tendencies which existed in the group of currir-ula on which Table 3

was based. Figure 5 displays graphically the structural profile of these

engineering technology curricula in terms of modal credit hour requirements.
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FIGURE 4.--Distribution of Semester Credit Requirements in Selected Curricular
Areas in 120 Associate Degree Engineering Technology Curricula
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FIGURE 5.--Modal Structural Profile Founa for a Sample of 120 Associate Degree
Engineering Technology Curricula
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Total Credits in Typical Curriculum=72 sem. hrs.; Total Technical Credits
(Technical Specialty, Related Technical Studies, Technical Sciences)=40 sem. hrs.;
Total MathScienceTechnical Content=58 sem. hrs. or 80% of curriculum.
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The mode was used on this diagram because it is the more useful statistic to
describe usual practice and has the advantage of easy interpretation in.terms

of the credit values normally assigned to college courses. Three major con-

tent areas in the curriculum can be identified. These are the technicaZ

courses (including technical specialties, related technical studies and tech-

niCal sciences), basic science courses (including mathematics and the physical

sciences), and non-technicaZ courses (including communications, humanities
and social studies, and other such content). Figure 6 shows the prOportion of

the curriculum typically devoted to each of these major areas and to their

components. Associate degree engineering technology programs, even though
they may vary somewhat among themselves in their emphasis within the three

FIGURE 6.--Distribution by Major Content Area of Required Credits in a Sample'
of 120 Associate Degree Engineering Technology Curricula
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major areas, are highly consistent in their pattern of distribution of required

credits into these major curriculum areas. It is noted that the total nontech-
nical content is restricted to 20 percent, leaving 80 percent for the math-

science-technical content of the curriculum.

The curriculum structures of associate degree engineering technology pro-
grams often agree in detail as well as in the general distribution of credits

into the technical, basic science and nontechnical areas. Examination of

individual curriculum outlines as published in institutional catalogs or bul-
letins reveals that many associate degree engineering technology programs
have profiles which trace major sections of the modal profile shown in Figure

5. One possible explanation for inter-program consistency can be offered.
ASEE's Characteristics of ExceZZence (the "McGraw Report") had, in 1962, sug-
gested certain guidelines for The structure of engineering technology curricula.
An illustrative curriculum was presented, showing a possible distribution of
course credits in certain curricular areasl(see page 10, herein). That sug-

gested distribution is shown in Table 4, together with corresponding data for
the curricular areas of the modal engineering technology program discussed
above. (Editorial revisions have been made both in the terminology used in
the McGraw Report and that previously used here in order to facilitate com-
parison.) Examination reveals a high degree of correspondence between items
in the table; the 1962 McGraw Report has evidently had an appreciable directive
influence on the evolution of associate degree engineering technology education
programs.

TABLE 4.--Distribution of Credits in McGraw's "Illustration" and in the Modal
Associate Degree Engineering Technology Curriculum

Semester Credits

Curricular Area Suggested by
McGraw, 1962

Modal
Program, 1970

Total Technical Studies 39 40
Physical Sciences 6} 57 58
Mathematics 12 10
Communications 6 6
Humanities/Social Studies 6} 15 61 14
Other 3 2

Curriculum Total 72 72
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Curricular Differences in Programs

Individual associate degree engineering technology programs sometimes
have curriculum structures which deviate from the modal pattern. In the

sample of curricular studied, certain factors seem related to variances in

structural profiles.

One factor which can be associated with such variance is the institutionaZ
setting--monotechnical institute, polytechnical institute, comprehensive com-
munity college, university--in which a curriculum is offered. The curricula

found in monotechnical institutes, polytechnical institutes and universities
have quite comparable structures; however, curricula in comprehensive community
colleges generally differ from the others in certain ways. First, community

college programs tend to be shorter, requiring fewer total credits for the

associate degree. Secondly, community college curricula generally list fewer

requirements in the math-science, the technical, and the humanistic-social

areas. And finally, community college curricula usually permit more credits

to be earned as free elective or "other" content.

The technicaZ disctipline on which the curriculum places emphasis is

another variable influencing curriculum structure of associate degree engi-

neering technology curricula. For example, electrical technology curricula

are likely to require a greater proportion of their credits in mathematics
and the technical specialty than are mechanical technology curricula; the

latter, on the other hand, generally have substantially higher requirements
in the "related technical studies" area than do electrical technology curricula,

even if offered at the same institution. Variations of this nature are not

unexpected.

Curriculum Trends and Comments

Several curriculum trends in associate degree engineering technology ed-

ucation programs seem worthy of note. These trends are related to an increas-

ing sophistication and complexity of the technological environment and they

may have important implications for future developments in engineering tech-

nology education.

First, subjects with titles such as "introduction to computers", "computer

progrRmming", "applications of data processing", and the like are beginning to

appear in the published curriculum guides for engineering technology programs.

This trend, it is believed, is a reflection of the needs of the contemporary era

and a healthy sign that engineering technology education is responding to those

needs. The use of computers is expected to become increasingly important in

modern 14fe, especially relevant in the technological domain. Hence, formal

coursework in appropriate basic elements of computer usage is expected to be-

come an identifiable, integral part of most associate degree engineering tech-

nology curricula of the future.
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A second trend, evident in the published curriculum guides of many asso-
ciate degree engineering technology programs, is the separate identification
of coursework belonging to the "technical sciences" area. The classification,

In fact, has been used throughout this document, for the trend has seemed
clearly established; the McGraw Report and other earlier literature, however,

did not use this curricular area as a separate category. It is believed that

the contemporary technological environment requires of the
its technology a broad base of technical information which
become obselescent; although specialization to prepare him
productivity is required of the engineering technician, he

practitioners in
will not quickly
for immediate

must also remain

technically viable for a reasonable period beyond his initial employment.
Such viability can, it is believed, be enhanced by breadth in the preparatory
curriculum--specifically, by formal study of mathematics, the physical sciences,
and the several technical sciences related to the various general fields of
engineering practice. Associate degree engineering technology curricula seem,
in general, to treat mathemathics and the physical sciences adequately, but
some weaknesses are perceived in the coverage of the technical sciences. It

is expected, therefore, that engineering technology curricula will evolve in
such a manner that the proportion of time devoted to the technical sciences
will increase--not, however, at the expense of requirements in mathematics
and the physical sciences--and that more attention will be given to this im-
portant curricular area.

A third discernable trend in associate-degree engineering technology
curricula is a reduced emphasis on skill courses. Published curriculum guides
show such subjects as "machine shop", "welding", "wiring", and the like to a
lesser extent than earlier had been the case; a course in drafting, however,
remains a part of most curricula.

Criteria for Two-Year Engineering Technology
Curricula: An Addendum to the McGraw Report
of 1962

Because of the three major curriculum trends just discussed and because
of the preceived nature of the technological environment of the next decades,
it seems desirable to restate the curriculum summary of the McGraw Report in

current terminology. The curriculum summary here may be compared with the

original McGraw summary given previously in Section 3-A;

The curriculum has been divided into three areas of subject matter, some-

what consistent within each section.

(a) Technical courses, which include the major technical specialties,

related technical studies and the technical sciences.

(b) Basic science courses, which include mathematics and physical

sciences.

(c) Non-technical courses, which include communications, humanities,

social sciences and other life-oriented courses.



Table 5 summarizes the minimum 60-semester-hour recommendations of this
report along with an illustration of their possible application to a 72-hour

curriculum. It shouZd be emphasized that the 72-hour program shown is an

example onZy and shouZd not be interpreted as a requirement or as an ideal.

Many variations are possible. However, institutions should view with concern

any curriculum which meets only the minimum requirements shown. Variations

above the minimum are not only expected but desirable.

TABLE 5.--A Suggested Curriculum Guide for an Associate-Degree Curriculum in
Engineering Technology, an Addendum to the McGraw Report of 1962

CURRICULUM SUMMARY

IN SEMESTER CREDITS

TECHNICAL COURSES

Major Technical Specialties
(e.g. courses in technology major)

MINIMUM ILLUSTRATION

21 27
Related Technical Studies
(e.g. technology support to major

Technical Sciences 9 12
(e.g. topics from Engr. Science areas)

30 39
BASIC SCIENCE COURSES

Mathematics
(e.g. algebra, trig., calculus)

9 12

Physical Sciences
(e.g. Physics, Chemistry

6 6

15 18

NON-TECHNICAL COURSES

Communications 6 6

(e.g. English Comp. Speech, Report Writing)

Humanistic-Social Studies
(e.g. Economics, Literature, History)

6 6

Other
(e.g. management, human relations, or

3 3

additional humanistic-social studies) 15 15

TOTALS
60 72
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SECTION 8

SURVEY OF BACCALAUREATE ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

History

While baccalaureate educational programs based on mathematics and science
and designed to produce graduates for industrial employment dare back at least

to 1923, those designated as baccalaureate engineering technology programs

were developed primarily in the last two decades.

To encourage experimentation, an ECPD committee made the following rec-

ommendation which ECPD adopted in 1966: "ECPD accreditation is based on com-
pliance with minimum criteria established for curricula of not less than two

academic years' duration. These criteria are applied regardless of the total
length of the curriculum beyond the two academic years and, thus, are applicable

to curricula which may lead to either the associate or the baccalaureate degree.'
The procedure of using the same criteria for technology programs of varying

length is consistent with the procedure for evaluating engineering programs

of varying length. The same criteria for engineering curricula have been

applied to first degree programs whether they are four- or five-year baccalau-
reate or master's degree programs.

Currently Accredited Programs

The first baccalaureate engineering technology curricula were accredited

by ECPD in 1967. By 1970, twenty-seven curricula in twelve institutions were
accredited by ECPD. In addition, ten curricula at three other institutions

have received "early recognition" by the Engineering Technology Committee as
candidates for accreditation, or have reasonable assurance of accreditation
when all criteria are met.

Characteristics of Accredited Programs

The intent of ECPD was to permit rather wide diversification in bacca-

laureate programs and to provide for further development without constriction
by limiting criteria. It now may be helpful to analyze the characteristics
of the current baccalaureate programs which were accredited on the basis of
published criteria for technology programs of two or more years in length.

The data for this analysis were obtained from catalogs and other pub-
lished material, visits to the campuses of some twenty institutions, and from

specially compiled data furnished by these institutions. In addition, data
were obtained in the same manner from a selected group of non-evaluated and,

therefore, non-accredited institutions to permit comparisons between accredited
and non-accredited curricula.
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Curricular Comparisons

When ECPD decided in 1966 to evaluate and accredit baccalaureate technology

programs, it was anticipated that several types of educational programs might

develop and, at a later date, a selection might be made of the most successful.

However, the accredited and the non-yet-accredited but apparently accreditable

engineering technology curricula are remarkably similar. Essentially, all cur-

ricula utilized the additional two years for (1) greater specialization in a

particular technology and (2) inclusion of some general education courses.

Some of the general courses are frequently required by the institution for all

baccalaureate graduates.

The curricula range in length from about 124 to 135 semester credit hours,

with an average of about 130 hours. Associate degree curricula range from 60

to more than 80 semester credit hours with an average of nearly 70 hours. Thus,

a baccalaureate curriculum requires about an additional 60 semester credit hours

above The associate-degree program. Within this constraint, and after providing

courses for some greater depth or breadth in the technical specialty and related

technical courses, and the addition of required general education studies, there
is little opportunity for a concentration of other courses, such as in business

or management.

Mathematics

An accredited engineering technology curriculum has 12 to 15 semester

credit hours of mathematics consisting of a course in algebra, one in trig-

onometry, and two courses in analytic geometry and calculus. In addition

there may be a course in computer science, statistics, or an additional ad-

vanced math course for some technical speciality, such as electronics, that

requires a stronger math background. Approximately one semester or about 12%

of the curriculum is devoted to mathematics.

The algebra and trigonometry courses are quite likely to be the standard

courses taken by all students. The analytic geometry and calculus courses

are likely to be "applied" and developed especially for the technical students.

It is not to be expected that these courses are taught with the same rigor or
insistence on development of theorems and proofs as the calculus courses taught

for engineering students-
%Additional concepts of mathematics may be taught in the technical science

and technical specialty courses. Again, this is particularly true for elect-

ronics curricula, the most popular of all technology programs

Physical Science

The requirements in basic science range from eight to twelve semester

credit hours or About six to ten percent of the curriculum. Generally included
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are two courses in physics taught with an algebra base and typical of physics

courses taught for students other than those in physical science and engineer-
ing. Chemistry is frequently, but not always, required and is generally a
single introductory course with a laboratory. This course, like the physics
courses, is generally not developed or taught for technology students alone

and includes students in the non-science disciplines in other fields of study.

Technical Science

It is more difficult to identify the technical science portion of a cur-

riculum, for these concepts may be included in courses in the technical specialty
and related studies. Technical science, like engineering science, has its roots
in mathematics and basic sciences. ECPD criteria for engineering curricula
defines engineering sciences as follows:

Engineering sciences have their roots in mathematics
and basic sciences but carry knowledge further toward
applicability...in engineering analysis, design and
synthesis. (ECPD, 1969, p. 64).

The report of the Committee for the Development of Guidelines for Eval-

uation and Accreditation of Four-Year Programs in Engineering Technology

ucation, defined technical sciences in these words:
Ed-

In these courses the technologist learns the theoretical
characteristics and properties of devices, systems, structures,
and processes, as well as the appropriate methods of analysis...
mechanics, electric curcuit theory, fluid mechanics, thermo-
dynamics, etc...

Technical science courses may have the same or similar names as engineer-

ing science courses, but the content cannot be the same because of the dif-

ference in the amount and the level of mathematics and basic science in engi-
neering and engineering technology.

An engineering technology curriculum will often contain three courses,

nine semester credit hours, or about 7 percent of the total credit hours, in
technical science. These courses are frequently limited to those that have
direct applicability to the technical specialty. Breadth of coverage does
not appear to be one of the objectives of engineering technology curricula.

Additional technical science may be included in the technical specialty courses,
but it is doubtful that the technical science content of most accredited bac-

calaureate curricula is.equal to 15 percent as recommended by the McCallick
Report (see page 13, herein).

Technical Courses

The technical courses are designed to develop the ability to utilize

mathematics, basic science and technical science knowledge and methods
combined with technical skills in a particular field of technology.
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Technical specialty courses consist of those in the technical major, e.g.,

electronics; related technical studies support this technical major, e.g.,

mechanical courses taught for an electronics major, or may develop technical

skills, e.g., drafting.

Total semester credit,hours devoted to the technical specialty and related

technical studies range from about 40 to 55 hDurs, or from 30% to 42% of the

curriculum. Curricula which have the lower percentage in technical specialty

and related technical studies usually have a higher percentage in technical

science and conversely. The difficulty of separating these areas of the cur-

riculum suggests it may be more meaningful to combine technical sciences,

technical specialties and related technical studies into one category of

courses that constitute about 55 to 65 credit hours, or from 42% to 50% of

the program.

General Education and Other Studies

The remainder of the typical currently accredited curriculum consists

of about 25 semester credit hours, or about 20%, of general studies including

communications and socio-humanistic studies; and about 20 semester credit

hours, or 15%, of other specified non-technical subjeCts and/or technical

electives.

Slimmary of Curricular Subdivisions

In summary, a typical accredited baccalaureate engineering technology

program consists of the following:

Subject
Semester Percent of

Credit Hours Total Hours

Mathematics 15 12%

Basic Science 10 8

Technical Science, Technical 60 45

Specialty and Related Tech-
nical Studies

General Studies 25 20

Other Specified Non-technical 20 15
courses and Technical
Electives

TOTAL 130 100%

Tedhnology curricula not accreditable by current ECPD criteria generally

contain-less mathematics, In many cases only?one-half as mudh, about the same

'amount of basic-science, considerably leas:technical science andtOmewhatHmore
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technical specialty and related technical courses. The additional technical

courses are frequently designed to develop a higher order of technical skill,

such as drafting. The other specified courses, which may constitute 20% to

25% of the curriculum, are likely to be mainly business and management courses.

Faculty Differentiations

The characteristics of the current faculty at institutions with accreditable

engineering technology curricula vary widely from institution to institution.

In the long run, many educators believe the kind, level and quality of educa-

tional programs are directly related to the characteristics of the faculty who

design the curricula and teach the courses. A former chairman of the Engineer-

ing Education and Accreditation Committee of ECPD stated it more succinctly:

"In accreditation, one evaluates the faculty and criticizes the curricula."

The faculty of these relatively new programs in technology also tend to

reflect the origins of the program. If the background was Industrial Arts Ed-

ucation, many faculty members will have education degrees including some doc-

torates. If the program grew from a former technical program or vocational-

trade program, some of the faculty will be craftsmen without collegiate degrees.

If the technology program is closely allied to or was split from an engineering

program, many of the faculty will be engineers with B.S. and M.S. degrees.

Newer members of the faculty may have a B.S. in technology and an M.S. In

technical education. There are nearly always a few faculty members with degrees

in mathematics, physics, chemistry or other sciences.

Because engineering technology curricula are designed to produce technolog-

ists "in support of engineering activities", some engineers are considered

essential to teach the technical science and technical specialty courses. The

1962 report, Characteristics of Excellence in Engineering Technology Education,

states: "It is the Committee's opinion that approximately half the faculty

members teaching the technical specialties should be graduate engineers or the

equivalent." This recommendation, which is not a part of current ECPD criteria,

has not been followed by all institutions with accredited engineering technology

curricul:. However, it is noted that recent hires by the institutions tend to

be heavily weighted with engineering graduates. Thus one may expect this rec-

ommendation to be achieved within the next several years. The engineering

"flavor" of a technology curriculum appears to be a result of engineering

faculty members, because other technology programs taught by faculty without

engineering degrees are different.

Strengthening of Faculties

The "Excellence" report cited above also states: "A significant propor-

tion of the faculty must have relevant industrial experience, reasonably current."
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A review of the biographies of the faculty from some of the institutions without

a long technical tradition discloses that this recommendation is sometimes more

a hope than a realty. It should receive increased consideration.

The level of education of the faculty in engineering technology programs

is typically the master's degree. Doctorates in education are not unusual,

and a few engineers with doctorates have been employed in the past several

years. The recent decline in offers of employment to new doctorates in engi-

neering and the reductions in engineering manpower in some industries may in-

crease the number of technology faculty with advanced degrees in engineering:

Those holding B.S. degrees in engineering, science, or mathematics frequently

complete their master's degree in education.

Students' Aptitudes

The accredited baccalaureate engineering technology programs for which

data were available attracted students with about the same range of academic

aptitudes, measured by standardized tests, as other college freshmen and trans-

fers. As a whole, technology students suffer by comparison in acadpmic ap-

titudes only when measured against engineering students.

While the average score varied slightly from institution to institution,

the mean score of the averages of entering students of all institutions was

about 22 on the American College Testing (ACT) program or about 1000 on the

Scholastic Aptitude Testing (SAT) program. Entering engineering students at

some of these same institutions had a mean score of about 25 on ACT or about

1100 on SAT. One implication of test scores of entering engineering technology

students that places them with the average of all entering students in the

institution is their apparent ability to successfully complete standard or all-

university courses in mathematics, science, communications, and socio-human-

istic subjects.

The academic potential of entering engineering technology students and

the rigor of program that eliminates the less able indicates that students

of low academic potential in other curricula probably would not be successful

in bachelor's programs in engineering technology. A possible exception may

be transfers from engineering curricula. Data from two institutions indicated

that low achievers in the engineering program transferred in small numbers

to the engineering technology program and most were successful in completing

the technology program. However, transfers from all curricula represent only

a small fraction of regis.trants in engineering technology. An exception, of

course, is the rapidly growing number of transfers from junior college tech-

nical programs
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Student Interests

No statistical data were obtained that would measure the interest patterns

of engineering technology students or differentiate their interests from engi-

neering students. Both engineering and engineering technology educators stated

that the technology student had a greater interest in "hardware" or equipment

and consequently in laboratory and technical skills. However, it appears that

it will take especially knowledgeable and competent high school counselors to

differentiate between potential engineering and engineering technology students.

At the moment, aptitude in science, and especially mathematics, appears to be

a more reliable indicator than interest patterns in machines, structures or

electronics.

Laboratory Equipment and Other Facilities

No adequate data were found that would permit meaningful comparisons of

laboratory equipment and facilities between various kinds of technology programs

or between technology and engineering or physical science programs. Square

feet of laboratory space, value of equipment, and other data usually submitted

as part of the evaluation for accreditation vary so widely from institution to

institution even for similar programs as to be essentially useless.

A qualitative evaluation of the technology laboratories visited indicated

that, in general, they were oriented more toward production or testing than

toward research or experimentation. Because of the need to develop technical

skills, there frequently are extensive production or shop laboratories and

large drafting rooms. With commercially manufactured laboratory equipment

becoming increasingly available, there appears to be a small trend toward more

standard experimental or demonstration laboratories in technology programs

Placement of Graduates

While educators struggle with precise definitions and descriptions of

educational programs, employers and employees in industry and professional

practice apparently see engineering as a wide spectrum of activities encom-

passing a wide range of positions. The 1960 census recorded over three-quarters

of a million persons who classified their occupation as engineer even though

more than one-third of them had only a high school education or less. Sim-

ilarly, employers classify many positions as engineering positions although

the incumbents are not engineering graduates.

A number of institutions were requested to furnish the titles of positions

offered to their baccalaureate enginee-ping technology graduates. About three-

quarters of the graduates were offered a position with the word "engineer" in the

title. Examples of titles were junior engineer, engineer trainee, sales

engineer, customer engineer, maintenance engineer, and manufacturing engineer.
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Essentially the same titles are used by industry for engineering technology

graduates as for engineering graduates for beginning jobs. An examination

of the titles of positions offered hundreds of baccalaureate graduates from

a number of institutions did not disclose a single title using the words

"technician" or "technologist."

Strengths and Weaknesses

Engineering technology baccalaureate programs are of such recent origin

that many parents, high school teachers and counselors doubtless are still

unfamiliar with these programs. Nevertheless, enrollments are increasing even

at institutions where engineering erirollment is essentially static. For

established baccalaureate engineering technology programs, reports of annual

increases in enrollment of 10 percent are not unusual and some of the newer

programs report even more rapid growth. The Engineering Manpower Commission

survey of technology degrees reported 264 graduates with bachelor's degrees

in engineering technology from 17 schools in 1965-66; 842 graduates from 29

schools in 1967-68; and 2858 graduates from 65 schools in 1968-69. Undoubtedly

some portion of the dramatic increase in both graduates and institutions is

due to a more complete response to the survey.

Similarly, the reports from placement offices indicate that graduates

are in demand by employers at salaries approximately $50-$75 less per month

than bachelor degree graduates in engineering. Again, not many recruiters

are aware of these programs, their graduates and their capabilities. Never-

theless, it appears that baccalaureate engineering technology graduates are

finding a productive place in industry and in support of engineering practice.

One possible potential weakness of currently accredited engineering tech-

nology programs is the lack of breadth in technical science. As explained

earlier, the objective of making graduates immediately useful upon employment

conflicts with the objective of having graduates with a high degree of trans-

ferability to many jobs and a low degree of obsolescence. The heritage of

vocational education with its objective of specific job training may have

exerted influence on technology programs However, the current rapid changes

in productive processes, construction techniques, machines and methods used in in-

dustry--and consequently in duties of technological jobs--make it desirable

to include greater breadth in technical science for those programs designated

"engineering technology".
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SECTION 9

CHARACTERISTICS OF BACCALAUREATE

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

Goals and Objectives

The overall educational objective of engineering technology education is

stated in Section 5 as follows:

Engineering technology education is designed
to educate two-year, associate-degree engineering
technicians and four-year, bachelor-degree engi-
neering technologists either to assist engineers
or to provide independently the support for engi-
neering activities...

The technologist with a baccalaureate degree receive a more intensive

education than the technician in his technical specialty, an education of

more breadth because of the two additional years, and of greater depth made

possible by additional courses in mathematics and technical sciences. He is

capable of independent action in performance of technical activities and is,

therefore, frequently found in supervisory positions over technicians and

draftsmen. His background in general or liberal studies equips him for posi:-

tions in technical sales and other positions in which skill in public contacts

is desirable. The engineering technologist performs many of the same kinds of

activities as the engineer but at a different level.

The engineering technology educational program has the same elements as

the engineering educational program: mathematics, basic science, technical

science, technical specialty and related technical studies, communications

and socio-humanistic courses. The essential curriculum content, mathematics

and basic and technical science, is not of the same level, rigor or depth as
in engineering. Therefore, only the activities in the field of engineering

(including design) that do not reouire a sophisticated math-science background

can be performed independently by the technologist. This is the thought that

lies behind the statement "to assist engineers or to provide independently the

support for engineering activities."

Characteristics of Baccalaureate Engineering
Technology Curricula

The engineering technology study has not progressed far enough for a

definitive recommendation to be made of the most desirable curricular sub-

divisions beyond the rough subdivisions of Figure 3 (see page 45). These

subdivisions were based upon the industrial survey of the CSC Study of 1970

and the McCallick Report of 1966; the figure contrasts ET and IT modal

curricula. It is recognized, however, that some fields of engineering tech-

nology, electronics for example, are more demanding than others in the math-
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science and technical science areas. Such ET programs may not achieve the

desirable breadth represented by 30 percent of non-technical content as shown

in Figure 3. To achieve the techniCal objectives of such specialized baccalaureate

technology programs, the following approximate allocations by curricular area appear

reasonable:

Specialized Technology Program Approximate Time Allocation
Curricular Areas in Academic Years

Mathematics, Basic Science, Technical
Science, Technical Specialty, and
Related Technical Studies

Mathematics 1/2

Basic Science 1/3

Technical Science, Technical
Specialty, and Related Technical
Studies 2

3

Communications, Humanities and Social
Science 1

The approximate one-half academic year of mathematics should include

college algebra, trigonometry and selected topics in analytic geometry and

calculus. Other courses in mathematics, statistics, or computers may be in-

cluded when needed to strengthen the foundation for subsequent technical sub-

jects.

The approximate one-third academic year of physics and chemistry or other

natural sciences should be at a level consistent with the objectives of the

program. The study of these basic sciences should add to the foundation for

subsequent technical courses, especially if quantitative emphasis is used.

Approximately two years may be devoted to the technical sciences,

technical specialty and related technical studies. The technical sciences,

like the engineering sciences, have their roots in mathematics and the basic

sciences. They should provide the avenue for understanding the theoretical

characteristics and properties of devices, systems, structures, and processes,

as well as the appropriate methods of analysis. They should not be limited

to those having a specific relevance to a particular technical specialty. The

technical specialty courses and courses that support the technical major should

enable the graduate to interpret, in practical terms, the results of engineering

analysis and/or design. They should be up-to-date in the current state of the

art in a particular technology. They should provide a basis for the graduate

to distinguish between sound and unsound practice.

The approximately one academic year devoted to the areas of communications,

humanities, and social sciences should reflect, and be consisttIlt with, the
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institution's general educational objectives. Within this allocation, a

limited sequence of management-related courses may be included. However, the

objective of breaOth is compromised if such courses are themselves essentially

technical.

To qualify as a baccalaureate curriculum, at least one-third of all the

courses in the curriculum, including courses in the technical specialty, should

be upper division courses. Upper division (third and fourth year) courses

are generally those which require either lower division (first and second year)

courses as prerequisites, or the mastery of a body of knowledge necessary to

understand and successfully complete the upper division courses.

It is recommended that the degree designation for the curricula include

the term "engineering technology" although it is clearly recognized that cur-

ricula with other names and degree designations may meet or exceed the recom-

mended minimums and be a part of the family of engineering technology educational

programs.

Admissions

The admission requirements for entry into the baccalaureate engineering

technology curricula at either freshman or junior-transfer level should not

be lower than the general admission requirements to the college or university

of which the technology program is a part. Technology students should have

the experience of competing successfully with other university students in

mathematics, basic science, communications and socio-humanistic subjects.

Because the beginning mathematics course in an engineering technology

curriculum is college algebra, the entering student should demonstrate pro-

ficiency gained by high school study of algebra and plane geometry for a total

of at least two years as a prerequisite for enrollment in this program. Credit

earned in remedial study should not be used to fulfill the criteria for an

acceptable engineering technology curriculum.

High school courses in chemistry or physics, while not generally recuired

for entering technology students, are highly recommended.

Faculty

It is axiomatic that faculty members should know more about the subject

matter they are teaching than the students are expected to learn. This is

self-evident for courses in communications, socio-humanietic subjects, math-

ematics and basic science. Technical sciences, the technical specialty and

related technical courses-- drawing as they do on mathematics and basic science--

require faculty members who have mastered mathematics through rigorous courses

in differential and integral calculus, who have a comprehensive knowledge of

fundamental science and technical science based on this higher level of math-

ematics, and who have an advanced knowledge of their technical specialty ac-
,,

quired both by advanced study and relevant experience. It is recommended that
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one-half of the faculty teaching the technical sciences, technical specialties,

and related technical studies should have at least one degree in engineering

or engineering technology in order to teach their subjects with the added

dimension of demonstrating technological relationships to engineering activities.

Further, because technologists are expected to be immediately useful to their

employers, all faculty members teaching the technical specialty courses are

expected to have had sufficient recent and relevant professional experience to

train the student in the current practices and requirements of industry.

Faculty members teaching the technical skill courses are not required to

have advanced degrees but are expected to be artisans or masters of their

crafts.

Engineering technology education, with its emphasis on problem courses,

participation laboratories and technical skills, requires a sufficient number

of faculty to provide adequate attention to each student. The student-faculty

ratio for technical courses will vary, depending on the nature of the curricula

and courses, but should not exceed about fifteen to one. Student-faculty

ratios for mathematics, basic science, communications, and socio-humanistic

courses should follow the institutional pattern because most of these are

courses offered to students majoring in many disciplines.

Supporting Facilities

It is particularly important that instruction in engineering technology

be conducted in an atmosphere of realism. Theory courses should be strong in

problem identification and solution, with emphasis on the quantitative, ana-

lytical approach. They should be accompanied by coordinated laboratory ex-

periences, including the measurement, collectiony analysis, interpretation

and presentation of data. Laboratory equipment should_include types that

would be encountered in industry and practice. Since one of the objectives

of engineering technology curricula is the development of technical skills,

each student should be thoroughly familiar with the use and operation of the

analytical equipment common to his major field of study. An experience in

the operation of standard or basic shop equipment--lathes, welders, engines:

does not alone meet this requirement.

Equipment catalogs, trade magazines, and journals of industrial processes

and practices should be readily accessible and used by the technology student

in addition to the usual library resources. The student should be familiar

with the literature of his technology and encouraged to use it as the principal

means of staying abreast of the state of the art in his technological field.

The computer has become one of the most important and versatile tools in

engineering practice. The technologist as a part of the engineering team

must acquire an understanding of its capacities and limitations in his field
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of technology, and should develop some facility in its use for solving problems.

Technology students should have access to digital computer equipment, and use

computers to acquire the knowledge and skills described here.

The baccalaureate engineering technologist is not expected to require a

long period of training by his employer before becoming a useful member of

the engineering team. Therefore, his education must be conducted in appropri-

ate classrooms, laboratories and other physical facilities by a faculty ade-

quately experienced in practice and supported by non-academic personnel.
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SECTION 10

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING VERSUS ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS

The advent of four-year baccalaureate-curricula in engineering technology

has led individuals and technical societies to express concern over the scien-

tific orientation of modern engineering curricula. Without attempting to review

history we may refer the reader to the ASEE report of 1955 on Evaluation of

Engineering Education and the ASEE Goals Report of 1968 both of which recog-

nized the need for a strong mathematics and science background in a modern

engineering curriculum. In fact, one would have to consider curricula in use

before 1920 to find examples that failed to include a rigorous study of math-

ematics through calculus, classical physics, and chemistry, which in total

represented at that time about one-fifth of the curriculum. The math-sciencc,

percentage now seems to have grown to about one quarter of four-year engineering

curricula in response to the increased sophistication and extent of modern

science and technology.

For a period of several years before and after 1960 the need for additional

mathematics and science in engineering education was accomplished largely by

lengthening curricula until they demanded more nearly five years of study than

four. The recent trend to reduce curriculum length to a realistic four years

without loss of mathematics and science background has squeezed the practice-

oriented courses for the bachelor's degree down. It remains to be seen whether

future master's degrees in engineering will provide additional training in

design practice. These evolutionary Changes in engineering curricula have been

accompanied by the development of baccalaureate curricula in engineering tech-

nology and other technology.

Practical Engineering Curricula

There have always been some engineering curricula that diverge from the

norm by placing increased emphasis upon engineering practice at the expense

of either math-science or humanistic-social studies. Such curricula have not

been particularly popular with students. In fact, over many years the most

theoretical or mathematical curricula, electrical or electronic engineering,

have had the highest enrollment of students; and a recent wave of popularity

has produced rather large enrollments in systems engineering, another math-

ematically-oriented curriculum. Also, students press for admission to

engineering colleges that are highly science oriented. The thought, there-

fore, that practical orientation of certain engineering department curricula

might attract a new wave of students is not backed by previous experience.
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The inherent problem is a tacit understanding of long duration that a

rigorous study of calculus, physics and engineering science represents a

minimum essential for the education of every engineer. The number of high

school graduates who prepare themselves with the full set of preprequisites

for engineering study and who are equally prepared for the rigor of such study

by commitment to become engineering professionals is limited. The group may be

divided between several engineering departments and/or subdivided between

theory and practice, but the total number of enrolled students in engineering

seems unlikely to be influenced significantly. On the other hand, the reduced

math-science requirements in college along with reduced high school math-

science prerequisites, acceptable for the study of engineering technology,

opens up a much larger pool of high school graduates as possible registrants.

There is no reason, therefore, for concern that the growth of technology pro-

grams may seriously reduce enrollments in engineering.

Transferability of Knowledge

The industrial interest in practical engineering graduates, who will be

immediately useful upon employment, conflicts with the objective of making

the years in college as productive as possible in terms of training that will

have a low degree of obsolescence. Mathematics, English, basic science, engi-

neering science and analysis have a high degree of transferability to many jobs

and a low degree of obsolescence. It seems likely that these characteristics

will continue to be emphasized by a large majority of engineering colleges.

In contrast, technological curricula are designed for greater specialization

and immediate usefulness of the graduates. The cost of specialization is

reduced transferability from field to field and the probability of earlier

obsolescence unless continuing education occurs.

There is an inevitable trade-off between transferability of knowledge

and immediate usefulness in employment. Among industry's needs for all kinds

of well-educated technical manpower, broadly trained engineers and specialized

engineering technologists represent related but distinctly different educational

products. It is not possible for one type of baccalaureate engineering cur-

riculum or branches of a single curriculum to serve the contrasting objectives

of scientific breadth and technical specialization. The Advisory Committee

of the Engineering Technology Education Study therefore has concluded that,

although some baccalaureate engineering curricula reorganized to place in-

creased emphasis upon practice might serve a limited or specialized usefulness,

the much greater need is for graduates of engineering technology programs at

both the associate and baccalaureate degree levels.
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SECTION 11

HUMAN SOURCE MATERIAL FOR

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

EDUCATION

General Patterns of College Attendance

Currently, approximately 68% of American young men in the 18-24 age cohort

may be expected to attend a college or other post-secondary educational insti-

tution. Typical data are as follows: 40% enter a four-year college; 12%, a

two-year college; 3%, a technical institute; 1%, a business college; 4%, a

trade or apprentice school; and 8%, an armed forces school (Flanagan, 1966).

The proportion of students in technology programs is relatively small. Esti-

mates are that only about 100,000 of the 4,400,000 males enrolled in higher

education programs are studying engineering technology or related subjects.

This is only 2.3% of the cohort. Moreover, about 20-30% of all students in

higher education (and mo,-, in technical programs) drop out, so that fewer than

2% of the college age grou, graduate with specific education as technicians.

Career Preferences Expressed by High-School Males

High school senior boys, when asked to express a preference .for a career

do not usually give engineering technology a high priority; in one study

(Flanagan, 1964) responses included the following expressions of choice:

Career Percentage Preferring Career

Accountant 4.4
Biologist 1.6
College Professor .7
Engineer 18.2
High School Teacher 4.6
Lawyer 4.1
Physical Scientist 3.5
Business Man 5.7
Physician 3.0
-Craftsman 1.1
Engineering or Scientific Aide 1.0
Farmer 3.9
Skilled Worker 6.2
Structural Worker 1.5

The expressed preference.for "Engineer" is remarkable It s doubtless

sidered a professional or p,,estige title. --

It is interesting to note that a substantial proportion (48%) of high
school boys tend to-plan careers in professional or technical fields, even
though manpower Utilitation'siudies indicatefthat OhlY15%lof:-qmployed males-
in the 25.,29-:year age:group wOrk in Such' fields.. AocordinglYbecauseof the
rigor Of the educational program and otherfabiors,: it aPpears:that about- -_
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one-third of the high school graduates who so aspire attain planned careers

for which a technical or professional education is necessary.

Characteristics of Students in Technical Programs

It is revealing to study the distribution of socioeconomic level and

academic ability level of students who recently were enrolled in technical--

programs. Table 6 displays the data, where entries in the table are the

percentages of the total male cohort belonging to each cell. For example,

5.3% of all males in the upper half of the socioeconomic spectrum and in

the lower half of the ability spectrum attended a technical institute.

TABLE 6.--Distribution by Socioeconomic/Ability Cells of Males Enrolled in
Technical Institutesa

Lower Half, Upper Half,
Ability Level Ability Level

Lower Half,
Socioeconomic Level

Upper Half,
Socioeconomic Level

2.5 2.3

5.3 1.7

aAdapted from Project TALENT One-Year Follow-up Studies (Flanagan, 1966).

It is also interesting to compare four kinds of scientific-technical

workers (i.e., resea-ch scientists, engineers, technicians, other technical

workers) with each other and with other occupational groups. A possible re-

sult is the identification of traits most likely to be associated with indiv-

viduals in various occupational areas.

The four categories of technological workers just mentioned have certain

characteristics in common which distinguish them from the population as a

whole. For example, they all score high on tests of visual reasoning, they

are somewhat less interested than the "average person" in business matters,

they display marked interest in outdoor or shop-related activities, they

have a signifiCanflack of'-cultural'interestS,:and--PredictablY,their'"science

Interest" saOres on-ps;YOhological testb eXceed the'Population'imean-by at:least

one standard'deviation
_

The la.ctorwhich-'seeMs best to,discriminate between these:fourgroup

of teOhnological workers ip, predictably, mathethatics alititude and aohieve-

ment. Researdh sciebtiSts havafOr this factor a grOup,meanwhidhis 3 .4
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standard deviations above the population as a whole, at the 99.9 perf.:entile

level. Engineers score at the 98 percentile level, technicians at the 82

percentile level, and other technical workers only slightly above 50, the

population mean. Verbal aptitude is also a discriminating factor. Research

scientists and engineers score at about one standard deviation above the mean.

Technicians score at the mean, unschooled technical workers below it. "Socia-

bility"--an indicator of interest in people, organizations, and group activities--

is another interesting discriminant; both research scientists and engineers

score below the population mean on this trait, while technicians and other

workers score at the mean.

Observations

Consideration of the historical patterns of college attendance, typical

patterns of career aspirations, and general characteristics of students in

technical programs leads to the following observations regarding human source

material which may have relevance to educators in the domain of engineering

technology programs:

1. Normal selective admissions policies in educational
institutions may eliminate many individuals who might succeed
in engineering technology programs at the associate-degree
level and highly selective as9missions policies may eliminate
potential students for the baccalaureate technology programs.
Potential students for associate-degree programs may appear
not to be "academically inclined", often coming from the
lower half of their classes. Sufficient data are lacking on
a minimum acceptable level of previous achievement for potential
baccalaureate-degree students of engineering technology.

2.. Students are apt to be disinterested in English and
sociocultural matters; great skill must be used to introduce
such vitally needed subjects into the curriculum in such a
way that they are accepted by students as important to their
future careers.

3. Because research scientists, engineers and technicians
have similar attributes in all but a few areas, the counseling
task is extremely difficult.

4. Career aspirations of boys tend to fall in technical
areas; routes to satisfy such aspirations at levels socially
acceptable should exist in order to capitalize on such motivations.

The High-School Pool of Technical Interest and Talent

As the mathematical (or theory) demands of science and engineering

education have risen over the past decade and a half, the percentage of

college students majoring in these fields has steadily declined. When it

became clear that attractive careers could be had in social fields where

the requirement for a rigorous study of mathematics and physics was nonexis-

tent, an increasing percentage of students has passed up the hard sciences

and engineering. Efforts to recruit more Students into science and engineering
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during the upper high school years have been unavailing. A recent survey pub-

lished in the Journal of Chemical Education (Snelling and Boruch, 1970)

clarified the fact that close to one-half of students who choose to major in

science in college have made that basic decision before entering the n_l_nth

grade and over three-quarters had so decided before entering grade eleven.

It seems likely that the general interest in a scientifically-oriented career

versus one less technical is developed in pre-high-school years.

It is the belief of the staff of the Engineering Technology Education

Study that the rigorous study of calculus followed by the equally rigorous

courses in physics required of engineering students represent a barrier to

increased enrollments that can and should be lowered for engineering technology

students. The work of the technologist is usually not sufficiently involved

with science and.Pngineering theory to require more than an introductory

problem-oriented approach to calculus. This limitation in itself will also

limit the rigor of the physics course to well below that of engineering

physics. The result should be to attract students who find practical applica-

tions of science intriguing but who have not prepared themselves for admission

to engineering study. This pool of students may be as large as the potential

engineers.

The Influence of Market Demand

Market demand for students graduating in a particular specialty within

a field such as engineering-or engineering technology may influence the

choice of specialty by students. However, market demand at the time of bac-

calaureate graduation is displaced by six to eight years from the junior high

school years when choice of broad field of employment along with decision to

prepare therefor may be made. Hence the current demand for baccalaureate

graduates in a broad field such as engineering technology has little effect

upon the number of students selecting the field itself. Further, students

who have committed themselves to a field as early as junior high school are

unlikely to change that commitment because of reduced demand or current in-

crease in demand in another broad field.



SECTION 12

CONCLUSIONS INDICATED BY INITIAL STUDIES

1. Manpower Trends and Projections

There is a need in engineering practice, industry and government for

technicians and technologists at several educational levels, ranging from

high school to baccalaureate graduates. Based upon Bureau of. Labor Statistics

data of 1966, it is estimated that of approximately one million technicians now

employed, about two-thirds perform work related to engineering activities.

However, only a quarter seem to have as much as two years of post-high-school

education directed toward their employment. A large number of technicians

(estimated at 1,200,000) will be sought by industry, government and other

employers between 1966 and 1980. Their education is expected to be increas-

ingly a function of the public junior, community and technical colleges.

2. Transition from Use of Engineers to Technologists

The extent of the need for graduates of baccalaureate engineering tech-

nology programs will not be well determined until a constant flow of engi-

neering technologists becomes available to employers. The present production

is almost insignificant and is often absorbed locally. The need far engineer-

ing technologists did not appear when young engineers were available for work

at the technologist level. However, enhanced demand for engineers over the past

decade, coupled with relatively fixed supply, made it necessary to utilize

engineering graduates for the growing number of positions in planning, design,

research and development at the level that can be performed only by engineers.

Increasingly, positions in production, construction, operations, sales and

services, formerly performed by engineering graduates, are being opened to

engineering technologists. We have learned by necessity that such functions

can be separated in large measure from creative engineering planning and

design, and can be performed by engineering technicians and technologists.

3. Accreditation of Associate-Degree Engineering
Technology Programs

The accreditation by ECPD of associate-degree engineering technician

programs has assured employers that graduates have received an education of

standardized content of an acceptable level and quality. Industry has rec-

ognized this attainment by ready employment of the graduates. Only a few

junior college technician programs have applied for and received ECPD accredi-

tation. If industry makes clear its preference for the graduates of ECPD

accredited programq, it is believed that the administrations of an increasing

nlimher of junior college programs at the associate-degree level will aspire
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to ECPD accreditation as engineering technology. In many cases major curricular

changes and employment of faculty with engineering degrees will be required,

but others may have anticipated the requirements of ECPD accreditation. The

Advisory Committee is concerned that a large percentage of junior college

technical programs have not as yet shown an interest in ECPD accreditation.

4. Anticipated Need for and Development of Engineering
Technology Programs

It seems reasonable to assume that industry's efficiency would be improved

sufficiently by post-high-school education of its technicians to justify employ-

ment of one-half with associate degrees and one-quarter with baccalaureate de-

grees. For one-half of the associate-degree engineering technicians to be grad-

uated from institutions having ECPD accredited programs would require a four

fold increase in the number of graduates and many new accredited curricula.

For one-quarter of the technicians employed by industry to be employed even-

tually as graduates of baccalaureate-degree programs, and therefore to justify

classification as technologists, would require a new educational development

more than one-third as extensive as the present operation of engineering colleges.

The magnitude of the educational tasks indicated at both the associate and the

baccalaureate levels does not lead to great optimism that they will be achieved

within a decade. Technicians will still have to be obtained by upgrading crafts-

men despite the hidden costs of inefficiency and failure to make technical im-

provements that might otherwise be achieved.

5. Shortening the Time Period for ET Educational
Development

In order to shorten the time period until a large fraction of technicians

will have been provided with a formal education as outlined in the preceding

statement, effort is needed to increase understanding and interest of high

school students in a technological career, to upgrade to ECPD standards the

quality of programs and teachers in additional technical institutes and junior

colleges, and to encourage the development of baccalaureate ET programs in

institutions of high standards as an example to others. A gradual development

of new ET programs year by year is to be preferred to a crash development

with accompanying minimal standards. The field of technology education has

been plagued by extremely variable quality standards. New educational pro-

grams should be of uniformly good quality at-the level of ECPD accreditation

to assure that graduates can perform the technological occupations for which

they have been educated.
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6. The Central Objective of ET Education:
Focus on a Material Result

The central objective of engineering technology education is support for

the practical side of engineering achievement with emphasis upon the end

product rather than the conceptual process. There are overlapping areas but,

in broad outline, the engineering technologist may be said to achieve what the

engineer conceives. The technologist is often a coordinator, the engineer is

more often a planner. The technologist is valued as an expediter, the engineer

is sought as an expert. The technologist should be a master of detail, the

engineer of the total system. Hence we may characterize engineering technology

education as follows:

In contrast to engineering education where capacity
to design is the central objective, engineering technology
education develops capacity to achieve a material result
based upon an engineering concept or design either through
direct assistance to an engineer, in supervision of tech-
nically productive personnel, or in other ways.

Where the work of the technologist and the engineer are similar in kind they

may be expected to differ in level because of the difference in level of their

math-science and engineering science backgrounds. The development of new

methods is the mark of the engineer; effective use of established methods is

the mark of the technologist.

7. Essential Content of Engineering Technology
Curricula of Any Length

Engineering technology education by definition must be more intimately

related to engineering education than are other technological education pro-

grams that also build upon mathematics and the physical sciences. The engi-

neering technician and technologist must therefore understand the language of

engineering--written, symbolic and graphic--and he must be able to interpret

in material terms engineering analysis and design. The essential content of

engineering technology curricula--independent of length--must therefore be

mathematics, basic science and technical science to a level consistent with

this objective along with technical skills related to the use of equipment.

Also, communication skills require attention. General or liberal studies

should be included in appropriate relation to the length of the program. A

limited study of management may. _he included to enhance opportunity for advance-

ment, but it is not an essential characteristic of an engineering technology

curriculum.
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8. Differences Between Engineering and ET
Baccalaureate Programs

Engineering technology curricula generally require one or two years less

preparation in high school mathematics and a lesser science background than do

engineering curricula. Engineering technology students normally terminate

college-level studies of mathematics and science at a lower level than engineers.

Less rigorous courses may also be provided. Hence in the technical science

and technical specialty subjects, professors teaching technology cannot probe

to the same depth in theory as engineering professors but must give greater

emphasis through laboratory and skill courses to established methodology and

practice. These variations are quite adequate to differentiate between the

education of the engineering technologist and the engineer, but they are en-

hanced by the backgrounds and interests of the separate faculties. Engineering

faculties are composed of a high percentage of engineering doctorates with

research capabilities while engineering technology faculties, desirably composed

of about one-half engineers, have fewer advanced degrees but include a much

higher proportion of teachers with extensive industrial or other practical

experience.

9. Curricular Differences Between Engineering Technology
and Other Technology Programs

Engineering technology education must also be differentiated for purposes

of accreditation from other technology programs. Although some diversified

technology programs, usually termed industrial technology, may approach and

later achieve accreditation as engineering technology, their more common form-

ulation is of a different character, often described as broad rather than

specialized. The mathematical content of many four-year industrial technology

curricula may be terminated without any study of the calculus. The basic

science requirement may be less and there are likely to be few, if any, tech-

nical science courses. The main thrust of such a program can be only indirectly

related to scientific or engineering theory. Instead, it is usually pointed

toward familiarizing students with methods, machines, skills and techniques of

production or construction, and it always emphasizes industrial or personnel

management. Considerable attention may be given to drafting as a means of tech-

nical communication. Nevertheless, the median for math-science-technical con-

tent of IT curricula is usually only about 50%, leaving an equal emphasis upon

non-technical studies including business and management which form an important

distinguishing feature. In contrast, the median for math-science-technical

content of ET baccalaureate curricula is approximately 70%, leaving 30% for

non-technical, mai:Ily communication and liberal studies, with only limited

time available for management courses. The mathscience-tedhnical content is

found to be about 80% of two-year ECPD-accredited ET programs and also of

four-year engineering curricula.
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10. Possible Development of Practice Oriented
Engineering Curricula

Some engineering educators appear to be considering a sub-division of

engineering curricula (scientific versus practice orienttion) as a means

of attracting students into engineering who might otherwise enroll in engi-

neering technology. The main block to increased engineering enrollments is

a rigorous study of calculus, physics and engineering science, a minimum

standard which dates back before 1920 for first-professional-degree students.

It seems doubtful that lower standards could be accepted by ECPD or would

have an appeal to engineering faculties. Without changed standards, larger

enrollments are unlikely and costs would increase with increased curricular

options. It is concluded, therefore, that the main source to satisfy the

need for engineering technologists probably will not develop through options

or subdivision of engineering curricula.

11. Educational Values: Obsolescence and
Transferability of Knowledge

The Advisory Committee wishes to call attention to the long-term versus

short-term value of different kinds of acquired knowledge. The objective of

making graduates Immediately useful upon employment conflicts with the objective

of preparing graduates who will have a low degree of obsolescence. Mathematics,

English, basic science, engineering or technical science, analysis and synthesis

have a high degree of transferability to many jobs and a low degree of obsoles-

cence. The cost of specialization is reduced transferability from field to

field and the probability of earlier obsolescence unless continuing education

occurs. Faculties must take this fact into consideration whether their objective

is to educate engineers, engineering technologists or industrial technologists.

The employer should evaluate this factor in relation to his employment policy

and his program for continuing education of technical personnel.

12. Administration of Engineering Technology
Educational Programs

The position of baccalaureate engineering technology in the educational

administrative structure is as yet indeterminate. It appears that associate-

degree programs will continue in the technical institutes but that growth in

the number of two-year programs and increased enrollments are more likely to

occur in the public junior, community and technical colleges. Some technical

institutes will expand their programs to four years, often on a two-plus-two

basis providing two points of logical termination. A few universities that

receive a flow of junior college transfers have initiated two-year upper-div-

ision baccalaureate programs of engineering technology to accommodate associate-

degree graduates from surrounding junior colleges. Industrially related, or

co-op programs also exist. Some universities have initiated four-year programs

of engineering technology under the administration of a college of technology.

In others, ET programs are offered by an existing college of engineering and

administered by its dean. It seems desirable to encourage all types of organ-

izational experimentation although it is anticipated that one or two patterns

will eventually prove most effective in the education of baccalaureate engi-

neering technologists.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION AND DATA TABLES

The following tables give reasonably current data and statistics that have

relevance to the ASEE Study of Engineering Technology Education. The subjects

covered are enrollments and projections, associate degrees and bachelors degrees

for engineering technology and industrial technology, technicians employed by

industry, hiring goals, salaries and job openings.

TABLE 7.--Reports and Projections of Enrollment in Institutions of Higher
Education in the United States, 1960-75.a

Year
(Fail)

Total Degree
Programsb

Non-Degree
Programsc

1960 3,789,000 3,583,000 206,000
1963 4,766,000 4,495,000 271,000
1966 6,390,000 5,885,000 505,000
1969 7,541,000 6,906,000 635,000
1972 8,686,000 7,925,000 760,000
1975 9,956,000 9,056,000 901,000

aAdapted from Table 4 Projections of Educational Statistics to 1977-783 U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, National
Center for Educational Statistics (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1969).

bIncludes all programs leading to baccalaureate or higher degree.

cIncludes programs of occupational nature, wherein credits are not chiefly
transferable to a baccalaureate degree and which are 3 years or less in
length.



TABLE 8.--Reports and Projections of Earned Bachelor's and First Professional
Degrees in the United States, 1960-75a

Academic
Year

(ending)

Total
Degrees

Degrees in
Physical Science

and RelaXed
Areas°

Degrees in Percentages of Total
Engineeringc

Physical Engineering
Science

1960 392,440 29,512
1963 447,622 34,752
1966 551,040 39,764
1969 749,000 60,130
1972 785,000 68,670
1975 898,000 85,170

37,808 7.5
33,458 7.8
35,815 7.2
39,972 8.0
40,360 8.8
40,690 9.5

9.6
7.5
6.5
5.4
5.1
4.5

aAdapted from Tables 18 and 20A, Projections of EducationaZ Statistics to
1977-78, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education,
National Center for Educational Statistics (Washington: U.S. Government
Printing Offive, 1969).

b Includes mathematics, statistics, computer science, astronomy, chemistry,
earch sciences, meteorolgy, physics, and certain general science programs;
excludes the biological sciences, agriculture, forestry, and the health
professions.

°Data for 1960-69 from the Engineering Manpower Commission; see John D. Alden,
"Engineering Degrees, 1968-69," Engineering Education, January 1970.

TABLE 9.--Associate Degrees in Engineering Technology Reported by Institutions
Having at Least One Curriculum Accredited by ECPDa

Year Number of Degrees Reported

1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1969-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

3927
4365
5499

No data available
5928
6478
7639
6284
6035
5489
5507
5695
5270
6144
6264
6552

aSource: John D. Alden, "Technology Degrees, 1968-69, Engineering Education.,
January, 1970; see Table 1, p.410. 90
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TABLE 10.--Degrees Awarded in Engineering Technology and Industrial Technology,
1968-69, By Curricular Area and By Levela

I

Area Associate Degrees Bachelor's Degrees

Aerospace 562 220
Agricultural 21 0
Architectural/Building 599 0
Chemical 395 133
Civil 1747 151
Drafting and Design 1359 122
Electrical/Electronics 8251 646
Industrial Engr. Technology 641 143
Mechanical 3315 410
Materials 83 7

Engr. Technology 1433 79,Other
Industrial Technology 402 947

TOTAL 18808 2858

aAdapted from John D. Alden, "Technology Degrees, 1968-69," Engineering Education,
January, 1970; see Table 2, p.411.

TABLE 11.--Ratio of Technicians to Engineers by Industry as Reported in
1968 by a Sample of 658 Employersa

Industry Number of
Technici4ns
Employed by
Respondents

Number of Technicians
per 100 Engineers

Aerospace 8,306
Chemical 1,077
Construction 629 68
Consulting 2.505 58
'Electrical/Electronics 6,960 69
Machinery 2,821 46
Metals 1,886 71
Other Manufacturing 6,260 38
Petroleum 435 51
R & D 5,368 68
Transportation 306 65
Utilities 4,863 66
Federal Government 2,200 41
State Government 18,332 167
Local Government 1,683 70
Education 1,345 20
All Respondents 64,976 54

28
9

aAdapted from Table 11, p.20, Demand for and T ch 1968nears e ntotans,
Engineering Manpower Commission of the Engineers Joint Council, December, 1969.
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TABLE 12.--Comparison of Hiring Goals for Technicians and Number Hired, 1967-
68, Reported by 852 Employersa

Category Hiring
Goal

Actual
Hires

Shortage
In Percent

4-Year Technology Graduates 323 168 48%
2-Year Technical School Grad. 3,187 2,519 20%
Other School Sources 1,473 1,338 9%
Experienced Technicians 2,885 2,571 11%
Newly Upgraded Technicians 878 870 1%
Trainees 2,647 2,556 3%

aAdapted from Table 17, p.27, Demand for Engineers and Technicians, 1968,
Engineering Manpower Commission of the Engineers Joint Council, December, 1969.

TABLE 13.--Comparison of Hires, 1967-68,
1968-69, By 897 Employersa

and Planned New Hires for Technicians,

Category Hired in
1967-68

Planned for
1968-69

Planned
Increase

4-Year Technology Graduates 231 342 48%
2-Year Technical School Grad. 2,482 3,269 32%
Other School Sources 1,750 1,979 13%
Experienced Technicians 3,127 3,505 12%
Newly Upgraded Technicians 1,311 1,372 4%
Trainees 2,878 3,045 6%

aAdapted from Table 17, p.27 Demand forEngineers and Technieians, 1968,,
Engineering Manpower Commitsion of thngineert Joint :Council, ,Decemb.er,
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_TABLE 14.--Salaries for Technicians in 1969, All United States, by Educational
Level and Years since Entering Work Forcea

Years
.Since Graduationb

Mean Annual Salary
All Techniciansc Associate Degree Bachelor's Degree

_

0 $6650 $ 7100 $8350
2 7100 7650 8650
4 7500 8150 9850
6 7950 8650 9200
8 8350 9050 9450

10 8750 9450 9650
12 9200 9850 10150
20 9850 10300 10300

iaAdapted from "General Salary Curves," pp.18-20, Salaries of Engineering
ITechnicians, 1969, Engineering Manpower Commission of the Engineers Joint
Council, March, 1970.

bBase year is 1969. For Associate Degree recipients and non-graduates, this
k. is considered age 20; for baccalaureate graduates, the equivalent age is

1
22. Year 0 represents initial salary.

IcIncludes all technicians, those with no prior formal schooling and those
1 with educational background other than technology as well as graduate
technicians.
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TABLE 15.--Employment of Selected Professional and Technical Personnel
Employed by Reasons of Nation's Development Goals, 1966, with.
Projection to 1975a

Item Engineers
Natural Science and

Engineering Technicians

Employed in 1966 1.116,000 713,000

Projected Employment in 1,589,000 1,518,000
1975, Assuming "Low"
National Prioritiesb

Projected Employment in 2,031,000 1,794,000
1975, Assuming "High"
National Prioritiesc

Proportionate Increase 42% 113%
1966 - 75, "Low"
National Priorityb

Proportionate Increase, 82% . 152%
1966-75, "High"
National Priorityc

aAdapted from Table 1, Paul G. Larkin and John B. Teeple, "National Employment
Goals and Higher Education," CoUege and University Business, October-
December, 1969.

b"Low" national priorities imply a continuation of the employment demands of
the past decade and reflects national goals which are "more of the same"
as existed in the 1960's.

c"High" national priorities imply bolder specific objectives and an enhanced
pattern of technological and economic growth which could come about if national
commitments are made to pollution control, urban,redevelopment, space explor-
ation, and other massive projects.
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APPENDIX A

TECHNICIAN MANPOWER, 1966-80: A Summary of Bulletin 1639, BLS

The Division of Manpower and Occupational Outlook of the Bureau of Labor

Statisitics issued, in March of 1970, a bulletin which provides some insights
into the factors affecting the supply and demand for technicians.

Highlights

More than one million new technicians (1,034,000) will be required to

meet manpower requirements resulting from employment growth and replacement
needs between 1966 and 1980:

--- 509,000 technicians will be needed for growth a 57% increase from
the 900,000 employed in 1966 to the 1.4 million projected for 1980.

--- 525,000 technicians will be needed to replace those who die, retire
or transfer to other occupations.

Requirements for engineering technicians are expected to increase
by 50%; draftsmen by 60%.

While requirements for technicians in manufacturing are projected

to increase at the average rate, the rates will be greater for
machinery (87%) and electrical equipment (74%).

Employment, 1966

Nearly 900,000 engineering and science technicians were employed in the
United States in 1966. Figure A-1 and the accompanying table give detailed
data.

FIGURE A-1 .-- ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT OF TECHNICIANS, BY OCCUPATION, 1966

Total Employment = 886,900

Other
(125,100)

Draftsmen
(272,300)

Life Science
Technicians
(70,000)

Engineering and Physical
Science Technicians

(419.300)

Note: Because of rounding, sums of individual- items may not equal totals.
Source. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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TABLE A-1.--Employment of Technicians by Occupational Specialty, Estimated
1966 and Projected 1980 Requirements.

Occupation
1966

employment

Project
1980

requirements

Percent
increase,
1966-80

Technicians, all occupations 886.900 1.395,700 57.4

Draftsmen 272.300 434,300 593
Engineering and physical science technicians

Engineering
419.300 646,800 54.3
299,200 453,800 51.7technicians

Chemical technicians 60,500 96,500 593
Physics technicians 10,600 20,700 95.3
Mathematics technicians 5,300 10,100 90.6
Other physical science technicians 43,900 65,700 49.7

Life science technicians 70,000 108.900 55.6
125,100 205,800 643Dther technicians

NOTE: Because of rounding, sums of individual if ems may not equal totals.

In 1966, more than 40 percent of all technicians were employed in manufac-

turing. Significant numbers also worked in private nonmanufacturing industries:

100,000 technicians were employed in engineering and architectural services;

40,000 in miscellaneous business services; and 32,000 in the communications

industry. Nearly 165,000 technicians were government employees, mainly in

the Federal Government. Colleges and universities employed about 82,000 and

some 6,500 worked for nonprofit organizations. Almost one-half of engineering

and physical science techniciams were concentrated in manufacturing and reflected

the large number employed in electrical equipment (64,000) and chemical indus-

tries (24,000).

Employment Trends

An average annual employment growth of about 4 percent is projected for

tschnicians. It is not expected that the ratio of technicians to scientists

and engineers--one of the most common measures of technician utilization--will

change appreciably. In 1966, this ratio was 63 technicians for each 100 scien-

tists and engineers. Engineering technicians, the largest specialty, are ex-

pected to grow from about 300,0G0 employed in 1966 to 450,000 in 1980, an in-

crease of 52 percent.-

Figure A-2 displays the sources of new technicians in 1965, the last

year for which complete data,were available.
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FIGURE A-2.--New Technicians, by Source of Training, 1965

MDTA
Programs

(5,500)

College
and University

Training
(7,000)

Armed Forces
Training

(1,400)

Total Entrants 72,000
Post-Secondary
Pre-Employment

Programs
(20,000)

Industry
Training
(14,500)

Upgrading
(24,000)

Note: Because of rounding, 'sums of individual items may not equal totals.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Meeting Manpower Needs

Approximately one million technicians (1,034,000) will be required over

the 1966-80 period to meet manpower needs for employment growth and worker
replacement. If all past trends, evident in 1965 and supported by later data,

should continue, 1.2 million workers can be expected to enter technician jobs

from preemployment and technician-related training between 1966 and 1980. The

following estimates have been made-by BLS:

Source of New TeChnicians 1966-1980 Number

Post secondary Preemployment Training 750,000
Employer Training 175,000

MDTA Training 95,000

College (4-year) graduates and drop7outs 150,000

Armed Forces Training 21,500

TOTAL 1,1.61,500.

However, losses from separation and transfer are to be expected; thus,

only about 935,000 of these new entrants will probably remain in the field
in 1980. It appears, therefore, that preemployment training programs along

cannot supply all the technician-manpower needed and that an additional 120,000

technicians will have to be upgraded to obtain a .net of 99,000 technicians to

meet total manpower needs ct" 1,034,000 in 1980. Upgradings of this magnitude
would approximate only 10 percent of all entrants for the period, clearly a vast
improvement in the technician manpower situation.
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